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EXCITE YOUR SENSES
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Wednesdays | 7 PM

THE ROOMS BOOK

CLUB

ROBERT CHAFE TWO MAN TENT

Thursday, Sept 28 | 7 PM

For tickets call 757-8090 or buy online at therooms.ca
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NEWS & OPINIONS

People will believe anything these
days. Luckily we have facts to keep
our opinions in check. Or do we?
Between the American president’s sustained
assault on the validity of media (anyone who
questions him is “fake news” or “biased” or
lousy at their jobs) and the fact that most
of us glean what’s happening in the world
from social media now (a den of unchecked
opinion), facts are falling through the cracks.

It’s right there in the numbers. “Right-wing
extremists were behind nearly twice as
many incidents.” 63 Muslim attacks versus
115 White American ones (which were
typically from white supremacist groups).
So Trump’s focus — or really, North
American’s focus — on extremist Islamic
Terrorists is a legitimate hindrance on
hate crime prevention. For example, had
extremist Muslims asked to march down a
street together in Virginia, you know police
would’ve been there from the start.

Anger is mounting. Social media is dividing
This study found that police were able to
us into camps. We’re shouting at each other.
prevent 76% of Islamist incidents versus just
It’s becoming apparent there are more truly
35% of the right-wing extremist incidents.
ignorant people than we thought. That’s not an
That equates to 65% of Alt Right White acts
insult, but a correct use of the word ignorant:
of violence going unprevented because we’re
ignorant people have uneducated opinions about
ignoring the seriousness of their threat.
things, and twenty years ago, they would have
sat in silence with their misinformed ignorance
As an example, in May, Richard Collins III,
a black U.S. Army second lieutenant, was
and hatred. Their home was a tomb, keeping
murdered in Maryland by a member
their hick sentiments enclosed from
of a Facebook group called “Altthe world. Today, thanks to social
Reich: Nation.” Two days later, a
media and the internet, these
white supremacist wielding a
people have their poorly
knife killed another black US
informed opinions validated,
65% of Alt Right
veteran, and a 23-year-old
White
acts
of
violence
are
when they find others just
going
unprevented
recent university graduate,
like them online.
because we’re ignoring
when they asked this man to
the seriousness of
stop harassing a Muslim woman
But others agreeing with you
their threat.
on
a train in Portland. If a Muslim
about something, doesn’t mean
man murdered 2 whites protecting a
you’re right. For that, you need
white woman, it’d have been on every news
facts and figures, to corroborate your
outlet for days.
presumptions. Which is why it’s perplexing
to observe that those who hate the hardest,
The New America Foundation has been
do so without fact.
tracking deadly terror incidents on U.S. soil
since the Sept. 11 attacks, and found a near
So here are some statistics, formerly
2:1 ratio of white to Muslim terrorism; For
known as facts: Donald Trump would save
every Muslim extremist terrorist attack,
more American lives by focussing on angry
there are 2 Alt Right terrorist hate
white Americans. Recently, the Center for
crimes on US soil.
Investigative Reporting examined the 201
incidents designated as acts of terrorism on
Around the time self-identified white
American soil, between 2008 and 2016. They
supremacist Dylann Roof killed 9 people
revealed a fact: Extremist Right Wingers are
near their church, the Assistant Attorney
more active than Muslim Terrorists.
General established a new position in

the agency solely dedicated
to addressing “homegrown
terrorism.” In January 2016, he stated that
white supremacists have planned attacks
on “government buildings, businesses,
synagogues,” and to stockpile illegal
weapons, including explosive biological and
chemical weapons for killing sprees.“Just
like with international terrorism,” he said,
“You see people being radicalised.” So it
makes sense to prevent the radicalization of
white people by white supremacists, right?
Well, tell that to Trump.
During the transition of Obama to Trump,
there were 30-something pending grants from
Homeland Security earmarked to various
organizations that help curb terrorism.
Trump only cancelled one of those grants.
The one for Life After Hate, a group that
helps people safely exit white supremacist
groups. Life After Hate was experiencing a
serious spike in pleas for help at the time of
this slashing.
While the President blasts NATO and the UN
for not doing enough against “terrorists in
the middle east,” what exactly is he doing
about the terrorists on his own soil? He’s
ignoring it, which is allowing it to happen.
Ignorance of fact, begets ignorance
of opinion and policy. To quote Karen
Greenberg, Executive Director of the Center
on National Security, “If you are looking to
create a fact-based policy for making the
country secure against terrorism, focusing
on immigrants will not provide the answer.”
Focusing on senseless violence stemming
from senseless hate seems a sensible way
of curbing hate crimes. So get your head out
of your ass and into a study or two, Trump.
Before any more of your people get hurt,
and before you launch any more boneheaded
policies and press conferences.
— CHAD PELLEY
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URBAN FORM WITH EMILY CAMPBELL

The Path of
Least Resistance

PART
ONE

The Harvard Yard in Cambridge is
studied in landscape architecture
classrooms as a model of a
sensible and democratic “less
is more” approach. People from
many different walks of life are
comfortable there despite the fact
that Harvard is one of the most
exclusive Universities in the world.

As a project develops, whether it’s
development regulations, a public space, a
piece of furniture, a logo, or a whole building,
factors like economics can weigh heavier than
those things that are harder to quantify like
"inclusive, beautiful, and inspiring." It’s easier
to measure the capital cost of something like
a window (which is more expensive than the
wall it sits in) and harder to measure benefits
like how that window affects someone’s health
and wellbeing.

The pathways are laid out based on how
people travel: Along the path of least
resistance, called “desire lines,” as if you
pulled a string from the entrance of one
building to another.

Across disciplines, designers widely
agree that we need to work to foster and
celebrate design culture in this province,
“to become more connected to each other
and to the public.”

Usually it’s a tough path to realizing
great design, not the path of least
resistance. While a big barrier to “good
design is a lack of creativity,” a designer
also needs to communicate clearly
and be dedicated to design.

In Newfoundland and Labrador, creative
professionals with appropriate training are
frequently excluded from the design process.
In Scandinavia, people would be appalled that
a municipality wouldn’t have an urban planner
on staff, or a well established product would
have a logo that wasn’t designed by a graphic
designer. But here, that’s different.
Over the past number of years a
dozen professional planners
have been eliminated from
governments, and logos
get designed by any Tom,
Dick or Harry.

In my industry, an architect is often
working with large groups of
stakeholders with conflicting
interests. From the president
of the organization to
the person in charge of
maintenance, people have
to make compromises and
come to a consensus on a
vision for the project.

In Scandinavia,
people would be
appalled that a
municipality wouldn’t
have an urban
planner on
staff.

Once the stakeholders' goals
have been distilled, the architect
has to make sure the design complies with
codes and regulations, is built within budget
(low), and on schedule (quick). The design
team goes through an iterative process where
at each step, if gone unchecked, the building
can slowly drift from the vision, say inclusive,
beautiful and inspiring to the path of least
resistance cheap and quick.

There’s an optimism in
the design community that
things are changing for the
better. The economic boom that
happened here in close timing with
the financial collapse elsewhere created an
energy here. Whether people were coming
back, or touching down for the first time,
talented and driven individuals chose to make
St. John’s their home. This article is a two
part series, the next of which focuses on how
people are overcoming barriers and despite
the challenges, are doing great design.

BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE

Living Alone

You sometimes
need someone to ask
“Did you hear that?”
Particularly
at night.

We’re beginning to learn things from
the Canadian census, the great national
questionnaire the Harper Government tried to axe.

The previous administration had a difficult relationship with facts and viewed selfawareness as an agony. Look at Jason Kenney. For ideological reasons the Harperites
couldn’t face the occasional onceover with a hand mirror after a shower. It was a
fully-clothed or lights-out movement. The Liberals and NDP are generally more datapositive even if there are some tough questions they are disinclined to ask.
One of the first realities the Census presents is that more and more Canadians are
living alone. This may be worrisome. There are good reasons you should live with other
people beyond it taking such effort to find someone who will have sex with you (don’t
fool yourself). Communal life needn’t be conjugal, the others aboard, helping you man
the ship, can be friends, children, parents, even boarders, not necessarily spouses.
(When I was a boy in St. John’s life-long boarders weren’t uncommon). I know plenty of
single people who are never alone and some marrieds who always are. Longevity and
well being are irrefutably linked to one having a rich social network.
And that means a web of real connections, not the illusion created by social media.
It’s useful to have someone around for smelling things to confirm they’ve gone
off, “Throw. It. Away.” and for not scrutinizing blemishes while pretending they did
and telling you everything is fine anyway. “Has this taken on a strange shape? It’s
asymmetric isn’t it? It looks like a map of Cape Breton now.” “No, it’s fine.” Solitude
is to hypochondria as hearing-loss is to paranoia.
Housemates can more candidly address sartorial conundrums than casual
acquaintances. “Can I get away with this jacket and these pants?” “No, you cannot.”
You sometimes need someone to ask “Did you hear that?” Particularly at night.
A spare body can let the dog out and give the beast someone else to follow around
when you are in a mood.
Others in the house bring their libraries. Colleagues at the office can recommend
something “not like 'horrible' horrible” on Netflix, but a cohabitant is more likely to
hand you a book and say, “Read this! She’s writing about you.”
It’s difficult to cook for one. Joints of meat or great burbling pots of stuff are out. It is
much better to takeout Chinese or Indian as a group to get a range of dishes. An order
of lamb vindaloo, dal makhani and rice “to go” is a billboard announcing bachelorhood.
And the bottle of wine opened is finished by one if there aren’t two to share.
My pal Charlie, who has lived by himself for years, says there are benefits; you don’t
have to answer to anyone or disappoint them and, as they say, “Hell is other people.”
He reports that early in the journey, living alone seemed heroic. Later, when the
television becomes your best friend, he says that position “is Krapp.” Charlie was
once made a gift of a cookbook with the title “One Can Be Fun.”
Sharing digs makes it easier, necessary even, to “get over yourself” something we
could all do more of, but the single most important reason for sharing living space
is having someone to reassure you that, after reading the news, it is truly the world,
and not you, that is going insane.

There’s an optimism in the design community that things are changing for the better.
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Unchecked
Relic

A Blunder of
Traffic Calming
in Georgestown
U. Turner's Letter to the Editor
in August's print issue of The
Overcast, about the recent
rendering Winter Avenue into a
1-way street, has gotten a lot of
attention, including an email that
explained the non-sense of why
a section of Barnes Road is oneway only.
To quote the gentleman who got in
touch, Robert Power wrote, "I agree with
everything U. Turner said about the city's
mangling of one-way streets. The city
obviously has no traffic planning in place.
And they certainly do not have any kind of
review system."
The map graphic above shows a perplexing
one-way portion of Barnes Road in
Georgestown. The street itself is a short
one, so why a tiny strip of it, between
Mullock Street and The Dardanelles, would
be one-way only, forcing a truly senseless
detour, is a little odd, and, as it turns out,
a relic of council once again caving to the
demands of a few. And not undoing the
one-way status once its reason for being
was terminated.

"I grew up on Barnes Road," Power said,
"which was always a two-way street.
Eventually the city made the intersection
on Bonaventure Avenue an exit only. This
actually made sense because there is a
blind turn on Barnes Road, and a blind turn
at the top of Belvedere street, and the entire
intersection was a death trap.
"However, the ridiculous part is farther
down the street. Presentation School used
to be at the other end of Barnes Road, and
I guess the nuns or someone connected
with the school eventually got fed up with
the traffic jam on the street every morning,
and eventually prevailed on the city to make
the one block of Barnes Road between
The Dardanelles and Mullock Street into a
one-way street, which probably helped with
traffic flow when parents were picking up
and dropping off their kids.
"However, that school closed decades ago
and no one from the city has ever put the
street back to two-way. Maybe it's because
the nuns still own the property (which is
now The Lantern), but that one-way block is
now a terrible hindrance to traffic flow."
This unchecked relic of history makes for
an utterly nonsense detour now. "Anyone
turning into Barnes Road from Military
Road has to turn right on The Dardanelles,
left onto Hayward Avenue, left on Mullock
Street, and right onto Barnes Road just to
travel ONE BLOCK on the street."
Power made another good point about
how the city doesn't seem to review traffic
planning decisions over time. "Otherwise,"
he says, "turning lanes would no longer be
the same length they were in 1970 when the
city had half the number of cars, and green
arrows would flash more than 5 times."

The city obviously has no traffic planning in place.
And they certainly do not have any kind of review system.

NEWS & OPINIONS

Paying Off
Provincial Debt
is Now Our
Second
Greatest
Debt servicing will
cost us approximately
Expense

of the system they find themselves. Election
cycles have eliminated the possibility of long
term planning. A few years of blaming past
governments for the mess we're in, and a few
years of spending in order to buy votes to get
re-elected is all we get.

BY CHAD BENNETT

Where things really take a turn
for the grim is in the type of
money being spent: modern
credit economics. There
was a time when nations
spent the money that they
had already earned, and if
that ran out, they stopped and
earned some more. How quaint.
Modern credit economics allows
us to spend 10 years of our collective
future earnings in a single day. All spending
today is on credit, that credit is based on
future possible earnings, and we predict what
that future will look like. Short term planning,
coupled with spending money we do not have,
that's the current system we are strapped into.

1.1 billion
dollars

There is no easy way to
say this, I have been pooped
on by a crow. When I awoke this
morning I had not the slightest
inclination that later on that day
another creature would defecate
on me. I learned two things, one,
that you have to dream big in this
life, and two, that the future will
always be stranger than anyone’s
philosophy.
Which brings me to future spending and
spending the future; our modern system of
economics is both beastly and strange. In the
afterglow of yet another scintillating provincial
budget we are able to reflect on a few key
points, the following in particular: Servicing our
provincial debt is today our second greatest
expense. Yes, you read that correctly, paying
only the interest, the minimum payment on our
provincial credit card, is now greater than every
other expense except that of our astronomically
expensive health care system.
According to the 2017 provincial budget, debt
servicing will cost us approximately 1.1 billion
dollars, and health care comes in at around 3
billion dollars. To give those numbers some
context, our next greatest expense is the
department of Education and Early Childhood
Development, which costs approximately 800
million dollars to run. We are spending 300
million dollars more servicing our debt than
educating our children.

Never allow an economist to convince you
that credit is progress, that credit is new and a
generator of wealth, nothing could be further
from the truth. Credit is ancient, civilizations
have moved from an imaginary currency
(credit) to a physical currency (gold, silver,
money) and back again for centuries. Here in
Newfoundland, we had an economic system
of barter based on credit for centuries called
"Truck." It left us beholden, powerless, and,
impoverished. It left us without options.
There is a place for credit in modern
economics, and that place is for emergency
use only. We can retake control with long
term planning, or we can continue to spend
money we don't have and take our chances on
predicting the future. I'm quite certain there
are hundreds of critters out there eager to
take a dump; the where and when however,
are problematic.

We are certainly not alone in this, every
Canadian province and every American state
currently finds themselves in an ever sinking
stew of fetid credit. Are our politicians insane
sadistic psychopaths? Unfortunately not, that's
a problem we could fix. No, our politicians are
making rational choices within the context
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Do We Need a Rain Festival?

Urban Sprawl is Compromising
Our Sources of Fresh Water
BY CHAD BENNETT

Metro St. John's has three sources of fresh water. They are Windsor
Lake, Bay Bulls Big Pond, and Petty Harbour Long Pond. You have
already drank, cooked, or bathed using water from one of these
three sources.
The Windsor Lake treatment facility has a rated capacity of 70,000 cubic meters of
water per day in the summer and 53,000 in the winter. The difference in maximum
output is due to viscosity changes as the water gets colder. It provides the East End
of St. John's and the Downtown with water.
The Bay Bulls Big Pond treatment facility has a rated capacity of 85,000 cubic meters of
water per day. If you live in the West End of St. John's, Mount Pearl, Paradise, Conception
Bay South or, Portugal Cove- St. Philips, this is where your water comes from.
The Petty Harbour Long Pond treatment facility has a rated capacity of 14,500 cubic
meters of water per day and supplements the West End of St. John’s.
An engineering report produced by CBCL Limited and project manager Greg
Sheppard in 2015 stated that with the projected future growth of the Metro region,
and with the requested addition of Holyrood and Torbay to the Metro water system,
two new sources of fresh water would be required. Both Thomas Pond and Big
Triangle Pond were recommended as the best options.
These are the five key sources of fresh water which we need to protect moving
forward, 3 current and 2 future. We need to protect the bodies of water certainly,
but also their drainage basins. With continued suburban sprawl and the 190 meter
contour limit removed from development constraints, we will see a drastic increase
in development pressure in the vicinity of these five bodies of water. Now is the time
to enact and strengthen policy to protect them. The 190 meter contour represented a
line of demarcation, defined by elevation. Above 190 meters in elevation was off limits
to development, which protected places like Windsor Lake.
We are incredibly fortunate to live in a place of such abundance. Fresh water is the
ultimate wealth. You can pretty well track the wealth of nations based on their access
to clean abundant fresh water. If a currently rich country has no fresh water of its
own, they are temporarily rich. If a currently poor country has lots of fresh water,
they are temporarily poor.
I may be the only person in Metro St. John’s who actively enjoys the rain but I do. I
love the way the rain audibly foreshortens the city. I love the way the air smells after
a downpour, the way the colours of houses are enriched, the way the streets and
sidewalks are cleaned and are given new life with the vibrant flickers of reflected light.
I think that our sources of fresh water need to have their profiles raised and I think
rain needs a re-branding. So I hereby challenge our arts community to create a rain
festival with those objectives at its core. I want to see sculptures which are animated
by the rain and puddle jumping obstacle courses and no I don’t mean re-purposing
potholes and dodging cars. Something fun are preferably non-life threatening.
Our good fortune deserves to be celebrated and it needs to be protected.
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Healthy Cities'
Healthy
Appetite for
Change
BY WENDY ROSE

Healthy Cities has a challenge
for you this September. At the
very least, they have the
discussion topic for
your next dinner
party.
A collection of invested
community members
are advocating for the
improvement of health on the
Northeast Avalon, by bringing the
hot button issue to the top of the proverbial
food pyramid – the government.
Healthy Cities is the result of a beautiful
partnership – Happy City St. John’s has a
soap box, while Healthy Cities and their "My
Healthy Avalon" campaign has a message.
So what exactly is Healthy Cities’ Bruce
Knox, and the Healthy Cities crew, getting at
with this month long campaign? “We want
to bring health to the table, literally,” Knox
said. “We're not trying to define health. Our
goal is to engage people and communities
to share what they need to live healthy
lives,” Knox said. “We want to give citizens
of the Northeast Avalon a voice to share
what changes they'd like to see to promote
health and wellness.”
Knox wants you, your friends, your family,
and basically anyone you know to get
together during September, presumably
over a nice hearty meal, to talk about
how to improve the health of our
province. The next step is to share those
ideas with Healthy Cities, so they can
use “home-grown solutions” to help fix
up this province.

heavy drinkers, 21.7% are smokers – all
above the national average.
We’re also doing better (read: worse) than
the rest of Canada in stellar categories like
Hospitalized Heart Attacks, Hospitalized
Strokes, and Avoidable Deaths From
Preventable Causes. We fall below the
national average in categories such as
Physical Activity During Leisure Time, Life
Expectancy at Birth, and Life Expectancy at
Age 65. Go us?
What is wrong with this us, anyway? I
asked Knox point blank. “If only we had
the answer,” Knox said, noting that the
answer would be multifactorial. “Of
course, we know that genetics
do play a role in the province,
but it's about addressing the
basic needs in order to live
well. There's no one solution
and it's not just about eating
well and exercising,” he said.
Housing; education; income
security; food insecurity; social safety
networks, and ethnic background – these
are just some of the many determinants
of social health. “Host a potluck and reach
out to us via email (healthyavalon@gmail.
com), or visit our Facebook page (facebook.
com/HealthyAvalon) and we will connect
you with details on how you can share your
ideas on improving health on the Avalon,”
Knox said.
“We are encouraging people to engage
with us on social media by sharing pictures
or quotes from their conversations using
#myhealthyavalon.” The group plans to
compile all the ideas into a report, to be
shared with decision-makers.
You heard the man. Go steam some
veggies and kindly explain to Nan why
she needs to lay down the salt shaker –
for the sake of the grandkids, the greatgrandkids, and so forth.

And lord knows we couldn’t use
the kick in the pants.
According to the Canadian Institute
for Health Information’s most recent
statistics, 30.4% of the province’s
population are obese, 25.4% of us are
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GOD GUARD THEE

Something Something
City of Legends
BY DREW BROWN

Newfoundland and Labrador, as you
know, is in something of a state right
now. The provincial government is
lumbering around without a head,
lurching from one self-created
problem to the next. You can’t trust
either of the parties as far as you
can throw them and some days it
feels like the whole system is just
circling the drain. It’s a pretty grim
affair, all told.

services that it does not pay for. The city
has no real plan to deal with either of these
problems.
Compared to every other major city in
Canada, we are like a bad improv comedy
troupe. Council has seen sexual harassment
claims, loan sharking, petty theft,
unaccountable campaign donations, and
brain-dead development projects championed
by local oligarchs. The city vetoed attempts
to bring in some desperately needed ethics
rules, and there is virtually no transparency
surrounding any of the decisions taken to
manage our money. There is a small library
of studies and reports on city development
gathering dust at the office.

But lately I’m wondering how much of the
disorder we see at the Confederation Building
stems from the fact that our municipal
politics in this province are an even bigger
mess. Local government is actually the
To say the status quo at city hall is bankrupt
one that impacts our lives the most, but it
doesn’t even begin to cover it.
usually gets the least attention. It’s the town
that collects our trash and keeps
Into this morass now wades
the water running and decides
Andy Wells, St. John’s once
whether or not the place where
It would be
and future king. Done playing
we live looks like garbage. If
absolute madness to
Pontius Pilate at the Public
everything is out of whack
put Andy Wells back
Utilities Board, Wells is back
at the most basic level,
up in the mayor’s
to save us from ourselves
it probably follows that
chair, but madness is
all the rage in
through the power of being a
everything above it is going
politics these
brash and blustering arsehole.
to be messed up too.
days.
He’s here to slash taxes and sell
The Southlands and put the city’s
Our own city of legends is a perfect
unionized workers back in their place.
case study. The scene in St. John’s
He may or may not believe human-caused
is absolutely dismal, even by the soulclimate change is real, which is an excellent
crushing standards of that brutalist bunker
ambiguity when it comes to electing the
down on New Gower.
mayor of a coastal city.
Like the rest of the political architecture in
It would be absolute madness to put Andy
this province, what passes for city council
Wells back up in the mayor’s chair, but
was haphazardly slapped together out of
madness is all the rage in politics these
crooked timber years ago. The rot is really
days. Between a largely useless city council,
starting to show.
a depressive political culture where no one
expects politicians to actually accomplish
Council is always flying by the seat of its
anything good, and Newfoundlanders’ abiding
pants. St. John’s biggest selling point is
love for angry old cranks, he’s almost certainly
its distinctive cultural scene, but there is
a shoe-in. What better way to restore public
absolutely no plan in place for its heritage
confidence in city council than by grinding it to
buildings.
a halt for a four-year screaming match?
Taxes are disproportionately high with little
You can’t really blame people from turning
to show for them. The provincial government
their heads in disgust, which is why the
gets a free ride on our backs from municipal
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Learn to dance... it’s so much fun!

REGISTER
NOW!!
All classes start
the week of
Sept 10th

NEW BEGINNER ADULT CLASSES
Social Dance • Tap Dance • Ballet Barre • Salsa
Ladies Only Latin • Classical Stretch & Movement
Plus Practice Nights, Studio Parties, Dinner/Dances
Please email, call or check the web site for the Full Fall Schedule.

27 Mayor Avenue, St. John’s • 579-3233 • judy@judyknee.com • judyknee.com

spectacle just degenerates further, and more
people turn away. It’s a vicious cycle that
keeps us circling the drain. It’s bleak.
But it doesn’t have to be like this. There are
sharp, young, forward-looking people running
for positions all over the city. We actually have
options this year besides returning to dreary
business as usual or sending in a clown
with a wrecking ball. Renee Sharpe is a nononsense, working-class community activist.
Maggie Burton is a culture-sector prodigy
with a sweeping urban vision. Jamie Finn is a

teacher while Ian Froude and Hope
Jamieson are young entrepreneurs, but all
three have serious social conscience and
community spirit.
Young people with good ideas getting involved
in local politics is a sign of democratic health.
It means that people give a damn. It means
the city is on the mend. It means we can
have a future.
And if St. John’s can get its act together,
then maybe the province can too.
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The Sketchy, Storied Origins of

Canada’s

Food Guide
BY CHAD PELLEY

A Serious Health Crisis
Gave Rise to a Self-motivated
Food Guide
In 1942, a series of health studies revealed
that Canadians were collectively suffering
from malnutrition. It was bad. These studies
revealed that only 3 of 100 families were
getting enough calories a day.
A good government cares about its people,
sure, but when Canada launched what would
become its “Food Guide,” it had an agenda:
the malnutrition of so many Canadians was
interfering in the war effort. While it didn’t
take long for 50,000 military recruits to offer
themselves up for the cause, 43% of them
were turned away for being so malnourished.

Interestingly, as the need for wartime
rationing changed, the food rules changed.
Kidneys and hearts were removed due to
their shortage. It is well documented that
the Agriculture Department argued against
promoting more milk consumption on
account of a wartime shortage.
So, were the Food Rules born to get us
healthy, or, to shape our eating habits to
government’s whim … and eventually the
desires of mega-food corporations who could
lobby government to tell us what to eat?
It’s possible that the correlation between
supply and suggestion was just government’s
way of making it easy for us to find good,
and readily available food. It’s also possible
“Canada’s Food Rules” opened the door for
sinister lobbying, and decades of misguided
dietary suggestions.

Given the context the Food Guide was
launched from, the purpose of the very first
guide was at least in part to get Canadians
healthy so they could be solid soldiers. That’s
not conspiracy speak: what is now Canada’s
Food Guide was initially called “Canada’s
Food Rules.”Rules", not a suggested guide.
Its headlines and mottos read, “Eat Right:
Canada Needs You Strong” and there were
slogans like “Good Food Will Win the War.”
The drawing of a milk bottle in the Food Rules
was wielding a military gun.

It’s a job to say, but why potatoes were singled
out as something to eat daily raises an eyebrow.
Of all the vegetables, potatoes are among the
most nutrient-deplete, but also the ones most
readily available. This recommendation was
dropped in the 1977 edition as other crops were
easily sought and bought.

The Food Rules also discouraged people
from eating goods needed for wartime
export. It was a huge effort on the part of
the Canadian government to drastically
affect what and how people ate. There were
radio spots, print ads, panic. This is where
and when the concept of “Food Groups” was
coined. The rules laid out specifically how
many of each group to eat, like “eggs: at least
3-4 a week” and “milk: 1 pint daily.”

While it’s suspected our food guide has
always been swayed by players in the food
industry looking to make a buck, it is well
documented that the 1992 guide was forcibly
edited by industries lobbying for more
recommended servings.
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The Food Industry,
Not Science, Swayed Our
Food Guide for Decades

Over time, The Food Rules become a more
suggestive “Food Guide.” Once every decade
or so, the food guide is updated.

During the lead up to 1992’s new guide,
The Canadian Meat Council whined that the
“meat and alternatives” group had far fewer
recommended servings than fruits & veggies.
So they were bumped up from 2 servings a
day, to 2-3 in the new guide.
It’s simply not good for your body to eat meat
3 times a day. “But what about protein!?!”
What about it? It’s near-impossible to not get
enough protein in a plant-based diet.
Where do you think protein comes from? It
comes from plants, which can miraculously
synthesize proteins; proteins cows and pigs
and chickens eat, and incorporate into their
own meat, when they eat plants. Science!

more rigid jaws), or the length of our colons (it’s
not good to have meat sitting in there (causes
cancer for example)) so carnivores tend to have
shorter colons than us.
During the evolution of “The Food Rules” into
the modern day “Food Guide,” Health Canada
took over purview of the food guide. As you
might know, healthcare is the biggest strain
on our province’s budget, and one of the
country’s biggest financial strains. It makes
sense to produce something to keep us
healthy and away from expensive doctors and
medical tests.

The Dairy Bureau of Canada and the
Canadian Egg Marketing Agency similarly
kicked up a fuss, and that fuss was rewarded
with more suggested servings being added in
to the food guide.
CBC Reporter Bill Paul quipped in 1993, “The
outcry was enough to make one think that the
four food groups should be renamed the four
lobby groups.”

But Science is Finally Guiding
Our Guide More Prominently
By 1949’s iteration of the Food Rules (this
was the 3rd edition), science started to play
a bigger role in the guide. Overconsumption
was singled out as a concern, because
studies were determining that too much of
certain food groups (like meat and dairy) had
deleterious health effects.
Fact 1: Saturated fats hurt us. Fact 2:
Saturated fats basically only come only from
animal meat. Fact 3: Saturated fats clog
arteries the way bacon grease clogs kitchen
sinks. You don’t wanna eat a lot of saturated
fats. Another fact: during our evolution as a
species, we primarily ate plants, while meat
was something we came by less often. It is for
this reason that “less often” is how our bodies
are designed to process meat. The proof is in
our jaw structure (our jaws can swing left to
right and back again for macerating plants;
true carnivores mostly chew up and down with

The Shift in the Seventies
Towards Eating to Avoid Disease
The late 1970s’ iteration of the guide
fused fruits and veggies into one category,
recommending 4-5 servings a day, the highest
of all groups. Meat/Fish was renamed to
meat and alternatives (like eggs, cheese, nuts,
legumes). Clearly, what they meant to call it
was “Protein,” but then we wouldn’t be scared
into thinking we had to eat red meat to get
protein, and beef sales would plummet.
The 1982 version focussed on training
Canadians to avoid diseases associated with
poor diet, like heart disease and cancer. It
also advised we not eat more calories than
we’d burn off in a day. Health Canada itself
says this focus on the link between food &
disease was a major shift in the goals of the
food guide, which outright advised Canadians
on not just what to eat, but what to avoid too
much of: saturated fat, sugar, salts.
If our food guide was born to tackle
malnutrition during WWII, it was now evolving
to an education campaign to combat diseases
and obesity associated with poor diets, like
heart disease, diabetes, and strokes.

The New, Forthcoming Food
Guide is a Total Revolution
After an ongoing suite of consultations with
both the public and relevant food organizations,
Health Canada is currently overhauling
Canada’s Food Guide to better guide us
FOOD & DRINK

towards longer, healthier, less costly lives.
For example, the “Food Groups” we grew
up on will be gone. There’s no more dairy
food group, which is a win for cultural
inclusivity given that so many ethnicities
are lactose intolerant. The powerhouse
legume (veggies in pods, like
green beans and snap peas)
has been elevated above
animal foods.

Processed Foods Aren’t
Nourishing Your Body’s Needs
The new guide will come down hard on
processed foods. We live in a new world.
Where Nan ate bolied root veggies straight
from the yard, a millennial is shopping
from a grocery store filled with mass
manufactured food stuffs, from
companies concerned more about
profit margins than nutrition. That
profit-driven command over what’s
on our grocery store shelves is
nothing but bad for us.

The Food Groups
we grew up on
will be
gone.

Most notably, it’s
looking like the guide
will really push a more
plant-based diet on us.
Plant-based foods are now
the preferred source of protein.
The recommendation is for “regular
intake of vegetables, fruit, whole
grains and protein-rich foods, especially
plant-based sources of protein.”This shift
away from animal foods is being led by a
desire to guide people towards “foods that
contain mostly unsaturated fat, instead of
foods that contain mostly saturated fat.”

We’ve been heading this way for decades.
For example, in The Guide’s early days,
things as varied as cheese, eggs, legumes,
and nuts were lumped into the “Meat”
category, on account of their high protein. It
was a rudimentary food guide then, not well
enough thought out to tease apart different
proteins, at least into animal proteins (that
come with a lot of cholesterol) and plant
proteins (that come with a lot of vitamins).
In fact, the early food guides were so
rudimentary that butter was listed in the
bread group, even though it’s a dairy or
animal fat item. As far back as the newly
revised 1961 Food Guide, we were saying
that replacing meats with other proteins
was fine. Now we’re saying it it’s good.

FOOD & DRINK

You would not find a bottle of Cheez
Whiz or a microwave dinner full of strange
chemical preservatives and additives in the
wild. It’s unnatural eating, it confuses the
body. If the ingredients listing of what you’re
about to eat contains things you have never
heard of, and can’t pronounce; things that
don’t exist in the wild, it’s best not to eat it.
So the new Guide will focus on addressing
public confusion over the impact of processed
foods, which foods are “processed foods,”
and the importance of limiting or eradicating
processed foods in our diet.

Its Three New
Guiding Principles /
Recommendations Are …
In the forthcoming guide, draft guidelines mark
a dramatic improvement over the origins of
the Food Guide, putting Canada alongside
countries like Brazil who are taking back
control of its eating habits from corporations
with a vested interest in what we eat.
GUIDING PRINCIPLE 1
Eating a Variety of Nutritious Foods
is the Foundation of Healthy Living

Eat a steady stream and diversity of
vegetables, fruit, whole grains and proteinrich foods (especially plant-based sources
of protein). All foods have fats, but all fats
aren’t equally bad for you. Eat foods that
contain mostly unsaturated fat, over foods
that contain mostly saturated fat.

While you should want to keep yourself healthy
for a better quality of life, our government
needs you healthy to stay afloat financially.
The Canadian Institute for Health Information
stated that in 2016, total health expenditure in
Canada was $228 billion, or $6,299 per person.
That’s 11% of Canada’s GDP!

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 2
Processed and Prepared Foods
Undermine Healthy Eating
If you’re shopping only in the fruit, veggie,
butcher, and deli sections of the grocery
store, you’re in the clear. Processed or
prepared foods in boxes, cans, and plastic
packaging tend to be less nutritious and
higher in salts, sugars, saturated fat, and
strange chemicals that undermine healthy
eating. Avoid processed beverages high in
sugars. Have a glass of water.

The Institute has verified that per-person
spending on healthcare in Newfoundland
($7,256 in 2015) is higher than any other
Canadian province.

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 3
Think about What You’re Eating:
What Are You Getting Out of It?
A bag of chips might fill you up, but your
body isn’t getting nutrition from it, so why
eat it? Hungry? Eat something good for you;
something that fights cancer not something
that triggers it. Plan your week’s meals and
snacks and you’ll eat better, versus eating
impulsively.

When Health Canada looked over the most
recent national survey data available to
assess the food and nutrient intakes of
Canadians, it was clear that the majority of
Canadians had low intakes of vegetables,
fruit, and whole grains. The three things we
should be gorging on.
Inadequate intakes of certain nutrients from
food sources were prevalent across many age
groups. These included calcium, magnesium,
zinc, vitamin C, vitamin A, vitamin D,
potassium, and fibre.
Think about all this as you eat this week.
Especially since its prime season for veggies
here. Would Hal Johnson and Joanne McLeod
approve of your lunch? They’re definitely
doing backflips over this new, no-nonsense,
science-backed guide.

Yes, We’re Still Eating
Poorly Enough to
Need Guidance from
a Guidebook
It pays to keep us healthy. More
accurately, it saves taxpayer
dollars. You are what you eat,
and Mr. Carrot cost us less
taxpayer dollars in healthcare
services than Mrs. Bologna.
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Provincial
Government
Moo-ving
Forward with
Plan To Produce
More Local Beef
In response to the rising cost of
importing beef, the provincial
government has announced a
project to help local farmers
produce more high quality beef
right here in Newfoundland
and Labrador.
The government is looking for farmers
with experience raising beef cattle who
are interested in receiving a small herd of
five female Hereford cattle for breeding.

The farmers would have to enter a fiveyear research and development contract
with the government. “This type of activity
represents a significant building block
in the establishment of a
viable beef industry for
the province, and is an
excellent illustration
of this government’s
commitment to involve
industry in the red meat
sector by engaging
farmers in meaningful
production activities at the
primary level,” said Mervin
Wiseman President, Newfoundland
and Labrador Federation of Agriculture.
In 2016, the Department of Fisheries and
Land Resources partnered with a farming
operation based in Daniel’s Harbour to
raise five beef cattle as a trial run of this
project. “This research project has resulted
in significant growth and development in
our operation. As opportunities to improve
the genetics of provincial beef herds arise,
this will be a game changer for the beef

industry,” said Shawn Perry of Spruce
Grove Dairy Farm. So far assessments of
the health and growth of the herd at Spruce
Grove Dairy Farm has been positive and the
government is ready to expand the
project. The hope is that bringing
more purebred cattle to the
province will mean eventually
farmers will be able to acquire
breeding stock from within
the local industry, allowing
them to produce high quality
beef without incurring the
cost of transporting cattle from
outside the province.Increasing foodself sufficiency is one way the government
hopes to create jobs and generate more
revenue in the province. They are currently
researching traditional and new production
practices of crops and livestock with the
aim of diversifying many different areas
of the province’s agricultural industry.
The Beef Cattle Genetic Enhancement
Demonstration Project is one of fifty
projects designed to help the province
become more food self-sufficient.

HI-FI AUDIO GEAR,
SALES, INSTALLATION,
AND ADVICE
TURNTABLES, AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS, SURROUND SOUND,

HEADPHONES, COMPUTER AUDIO, BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS + MORE

WWW.PAULFRECKERAUDIO.COM
info@paulfreckeraudio.com

834-7273

VOTEDAVELANE.CA
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BY EVA CROCKER
Lori McCarthy is the owner of
Cod Sounds, a company that
offers guided foraging tours of
Newfoundland woods and beaches,
as well as cooking classes that focus
on preparing meals with locally
sourced ingredients.

McCarthy is excited about a fresh approach to
foraging that is emerging in Newfoundland.
She is part of a new wave of foragers who are
interested in preserving classic Newfoundland
foraging practices (like picking berries), but
also investigating what edible forgeabless
might be getting overlooked. For example,
when we talked, McCarthy was experimenting
with making different types of seaweed butter.
"The most interesting stuff would be the stuff
that grows on the seashore, the beach greens.
It’s very hard to find people who’ve eaten it in
my mom’s generation or my grandparent’s
generation,” McCarthy said.

Her own favourites include
She is also the founder
Oyster Plant, Sea Rocket, and
of the Livyer’s Cultural
Beach Orache. “Oyster Plant
Alliance, a club for people
The Livyer’s Cultural
has such a unique flavour,
who are passionate about
Alliance is a club for
I’ve never eaten anything
Newfoundland’s evolving
people who are passionate
that tastes like it,” McCarthy
about Newfoundland’s
foodways. "We get together
said, and “Sea Rocket is
evolving
and do things like butcher a
foodways.
awesome because it’s one of the
lamb or make sausages. We all
only things I’ve found out there that
work together to make something,
has
a really spicy kick to it. It creates a
then we eat it and share any knowledge
great
substitute
for horseradish which is
we have about the food with everyone at
hard
to
find
here.”
the table,” McCarthy explained. “The club is
intergenerational – so the young learn from
As for Beach Orache, she says, “This is one you
the old and the old learn from the young.”
can pick and eat in large quantities, like spinach.
It can be a full salad.” If you're interested in
This fall, the club will be launching a speaker
cooking with seaweed and beach greens you
series called “Kitchen Talks” which will look
might also want to check out FoodFirst NL's
at how food culture is growing and changing
super informative 'Seaweed' page.
in Newfoundland right now. Around ten
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Forager
Lori McCarthy
on Livyer’s
Cultural
Alliance, and
Local Beach
Greens

speakers will present on various topics.
“There’s so much wonderful stuff happening
with food here…People are making cheese,
they’re catching fresh water eels, they’re
preserving, they’re smoking fish, they’re doing
all kinds of stuff – there’s aquaculture projects
and new innovative ways to farm” McCarthy
said. “All this really cool stuff is going on, so
I just want to bring people together in one
room to talk about it.”

Family Matters
at Adley’s Eats
New Concept
Eatery Just like
Nan Makes

While there are several tables to sit and
enjoy a meal, Paul says most of the
clientele call in orders ahead of time and
grab family meals to go. “I would say 9798% pick up, take out,” he says.

BY GABBY PEYTON
Adley’s Eats is a family affair. Even
the name stems off the family
tree: Adley is a combination of the
names of the owner’s two eldest
grandchildren, Adelaide and Alex.
This new eatery has been open at 36
Pearson Street off Torbay Road for just
over a month, serving ready-to-go hot and
healthy meals. Co-owned by mother and
son Barbara and Paul Roebothan, Adley’s
Eats is a new concept for St. John’s, aiming
to provide a convenient place for families
to pick up a healthy meal. There’s no other
place like it in the city.
Paul has a background in business, and
aims to fill an empty niche. The menu is
different every day of the week, on a six-day
rotation. Typically, there are three entrees,
along with a hot side, two cold sides, a
dessert, and a soup to choose from. Classic
family favourites like cod au gratin, turkey
tetrazzini, and chicken pot pie dominate
the bill of fare. “A lot of these are recipes
that we had at home over the years,” says
Barbara. The pot pies currently on offer are
an amalgamation of two recipes: those of
her mother and her mother in law. “[It's]
basic fare we think local people would eat.
Decent food … like your grandmother would
make, from scratch,” says Barbara, who is
full-time faculty at MUN working in nutrition
and dietetics, in addition to her recent
culinary endeavour.

Adley’s Eats’ website (adleys.ca) will be
up and running soon, so customers can
order online and pick up a hot meal on
their commute home to “make it as easy
as possible for busy families,” says Paul.
“Convenience is what we are selling. We’re
selling decent food, but decent food that’s
convenient. Convenience is a big deal,” says
Barbara. In addition to families, they are
finding many elderly people frequenting the
restaurant in search of a home-cooked meal.
There are three portions sizes, with the
largest able to feed several people, making
it easy for families or individuals to come
off the street and walk away with a meal
suited for them.
The co-owners currently have four
employees for cooking, with family helping
out whenever they can.“It takes a whole
family,” says Barbara. Siblings, aunts, and
uncles have all stepped up to the plate
to help out where they can with the new
venture. Even Barbara’s husband, lawyer
Glen Roebothan, has come in after a day of
work to help with the dishes.
They plan on expanding into lunches by
late summer and are testing the waters
of catering after several inquiries. For
now, Adley’s Eats is open 4-8pm MondaySaturday to pursue to their initial goal of
helping busy people who want a fast food
alternative. “Why I really bought into it
is,” says Barbara, “I raised four kids and I
was a professional — if I could've picked
up decent food for a decent price, I’d have
been there three times a week.”
Adley’s Eats is located at 36 Pearson
Street; 747-5888.
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Renee
Sharpe
on Going
Straight for
the Mayor's
Seat
BY CHAD PELLEY
With the best pun-slogan in the race,
"A Sharpe Alternative for Positive
Change," Renee Sharpe is running
for mayor out of nowhere; she has
never sat on council, but feels that
isn't a handicap.
To be clear, every mayor, stretching back to
1929, had all served time on council before
running for mayor, usually as a councillor
then deputy mayor: Dennis O'Keefe, Andy
Wells, Shannie Duff, John Joseph Murphy, our
first female mayor Dorothy Wyatt, William G.
Adams, Henry Mews, and Andrew Carnell.
It's understandable that many feel Sharpe
would benefit from some time on council,
before becoming the person who runs council
meetings. But she disagrees, and says maybe
1929-2017 "is how long it takes an innovative,
on-the-ground person to finally end up in the
mayor’s chair."
"As far back as 1929," she says, "we’ve also
often been 5-10 years behind what major
cities in Canada are doing. I think there are
some politicians who might have benefitted
from less time on council and more time
working on the ground with people in need."
The last time a citizen of St. John's ran for
mayor without time served on council, and got

Like Sharpe, Howlett ran for mayor over a
conviction his city needed to take a stronger,
more progressive role in delivering civic
services. His were pre-confederation times,
and he famously declared St. John’s has been
the football of politicians for years.
Sharpe says she set her sights on the mayor's
throne instead of a ward race because she's
seeing the needs of people in this city not
being met by the city, and she wants to do
something about it. "In the spirit of democracy,
I think it’s important to remind everyone that
you don’t need to be a man in a suit with a
business degree to be a political leader. I want
to encourage anyone who would add more
diversity to our political landscape to run. But
then it’s no good for us to have elected in a
change in council if the mayor isn’t able and
willing to listen to new ideas. So I stepped up."
Whether or not we think she has enough
experience to perform well in the job, we
know two things.
1.) She openly acknowledges our scepticism
and embraces the learning curve, after all,
every job has one, and any of us who've held
down a job has gotten through a learning
curve. Why worry she won't?
2.) She's stated during her campaign
that there are lots of specialists in this
city, on council, city staff, or running local
organizations, she would lean on for
answers she doesn't have herself, and
there's no denying, in this post-Trump
world, that a leader willing to -- wanting to
-- listen to proper advisors to inform their
actions would be a good thing. Sharpe's
knowledge of who knows what in this city,
and her desire to hear from and learn from
them, so as to not just act on her own
convictions, is an asset.

want to join team renee?
renee4mayor.ca
@renee4mayor (twitter + facebook + instagram)
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How did Charles Howlett
fare, as a mayor out of
nowhere? Legendarily.
The city literally looked
different when he was
done. He was penned
down in history for a
revolutionary stand and
a marathon of hoop-jumping
and bank shopping that led to city
improvements, like covering the expense of
paving roads and improving sewer systems in
St. John's, founding a civic relief committee
to collect money and coal for the poor, and
his total overhaul of the city’s financial and
administrative system.

The last time a
citizen of St. John's ran
for mayor without time
served on council, and
got into the seat, was
the election of Charles
Howlett in
1929.

So hey, there is a historical precedent of new
blood getting sh*t done. A terrible onset of
bladder stones and complications cut Howlett
down at the height of his momentum. He kept
on working through the pain, despite doctors'
warnings, and died from it. He worked himself
to death. That's part of his legacy: Don't
underestimate the power of passion in people
doing a job for the right reasons.
Realistically, Sharpe's biggest challenge is
not her lack of council experience, but the fact
that this is a city, a province, that likes familiar
faces and questions change. Our political
history's motto would be, "Better the Devil
You Know." In the least, stay open-minded
as you peruse ballot options. Because, what
good has that motto done us lately?
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Why Not?

into the seat, was the election of Charles
Howlett in 1929. He was a dentist,
Rotary Club President with a strong
interest in community projects, and
an artist known for organizing local
theatrical performances. Imagine that,
a well-rounded mayor.
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COME BACK
“Goodlife Torbay Bodypump. Girl
drinking Starbucks in weekend
classes. When you coming back?”
– SUNFROG

STEAL FOR A STEAL
“I often take the flyers and coupons
out of my neighbours’ newspaper,
because they never fetch the paper
until supper time, so I have plenty of
time to do so. They don’t seem the
type to use coupons or bargain hunt,
so, what odds? Phew, I feel better
now that I’ve confessed this here!
Now, to go nab some Nabob for a
dollar off!” – FLYER FAN ’79

SHAKEN UP AFTER
CAT CALLING
“A random man made a lewd
comment straight to my face about
my boobs last night. I called him out
for being gross, but I don’t feel any
better about it. I even called out his
friend, who defended his comment
and said ‘well, it could have gone
two ways.’ What is wrong with some
people? If you open your mouth to say
something rude, say ‘you look nice’
instead.” – GIRL ON DECK

BOY-O @ POYO
“I went to open mic (randomly) at
POYO a few weeks back. You were
there and sweet Jesus you looked SO
familiar. I took snapchats (sry bro.)
and sent them to my friends, ‘who is
this familiar dude with the voice of an
angel?’ they read. But alas, I still don’t
know. Maybe I’ve seen you at the
gym? Maybe I’ve seen you at my place
of work? People were shouting “Ian!!”
and someone else said “Henry!!” You
responded to both so I may never
know your name. But damn, what a
voice. What a voice.” – MOJO

PEOPLE

Local Designer & Shop Owner
To Be Featured At New York
Fashion Week

BY GREG HEWLETT

“The motto of The Herald, from day one,
has been: 'If you abuse power, you lose
it. But if don't use power, you also lose
it.' As a family, we've generally chosen
to harness the power of our media to
celebrate the more positive aspects
of culture: the arts, spirituality, and
celebrating the fantastic uniqueness of
our province. In an era of fake news, and
an 'if it bleeds, it leads' mentality, there's
something to be said for reflecting the
more positive qualities of humanity in a
mass media forum.”

Why All the
Elvis on The
Herald?

BY EVA CROCKER
Local fashion designer MJ Couch, owner of
the downtown boutique Melanie Jacqueline,
has been invited to showcase her work at
an Oxford Fashion Studio (OFS) show on
September 8th, 2017 in New York City during

One fine afternoon in a string
of so many fine afternoons of
this superfine summer of '17,
popping into Halliday's for a
tray of fish cakes and half pound
of bacon, my eye drifted to the
glossy coloured pages of the
Newfoundland Herald – Geoff
Stirling's original foray into
media (first issue's headline, 1946:
“Hitler's son alive in Germany”),
upon which he built a small
empire and sprung himself out
into the world in all his many
guises: the media mogul and
maverick, the mystic, the man
being filmed reading CIA: The
Invisible Government poolside
in Cuba with Joey Smallwood,
knowing full-well the book's
subject would be watching their
every move while they waited to
meet with its arch nemesis.

New York Fashion Week.
“They found me,” Couch said, “I’ll never forget the moment I found out. My husband and I were on
our way to Mount Pearl to go grocery shopping. I got an email, and when I opened it, the hairs on
the back of my neck stood up and my eyes filled with tears. It was totally surreal to read through the
email and see the words New York Fashion Week.”
OFS reviewed the work of over 8,000 designers from all over the world for the prestigious show,
and selected Couch to be one of 24 featured designers. “I’ve always wanted to attend New York
Fashion Week but I never ever imagined I would be showcasing a collection there. To see my
designs on an international runway at New York Fashion Week is definitely the stuff dreams are
made of,” Couch said.
Couch grew up in Deer Lake, where her mother taught her to sew at a young age. She fell in love
with the process of making clothing by hand and continued to dabble in dressmaking even as she
completed her education degree and became a primary school teacher. “My mom and I are both
tall women and there were less options for tall women when my mom was younger,” Couch said.
“I remember her and my dad going out to parties, and she would always have a new dress on that
she made herself.” After working as a teacher for three years, Couch decided to devote herself to
making clothes full time. Her husband had a storage space downtown, which she transformed into
a studio and boutique.
Couch has been running Melanie Jacqueline out of the small space on Duckworth Street for the
past six years. She works alone, designing her own patterns and handcrafting each piece. She
takes commissions and makes pieces to display and sell in the boutique. “I get inspired by fabrics, I
really like bright colours and bold fun prints. I like mixing things up, that’s kind of a signature move
for me, I like to push the limits when it comes to combining different prints and colours,” Couch
explained. “I usually love the pieces I make, and I actually have a hard time selling them.”

But I digress. Back at Halliday's, there was
Elvis Presley on the cover of the Herald – a
special commemorative edition marking
forty years since his death.

PHOTOS: DAVID HOWELLS

Couch’s designs are all made from stretchy, knit fabrics, and she takes pride in designing pieces for
a wide range of sizes and body types. “It’s rewarding to make clothes for all different sizes, there’s
so many funky people that love bright colours and unique pieces. It’s nice to be able to please those
people and have options for them,” Couch said. “I’m so grateful for the support I’ve gotten from people
in this community and throughout Canada. My heart is so full from this experience, I’m on cloud nine.”

PEOPLE

Mystery Solved

“The most plain and simple answer is
that my grandfather was a big Elvis fan.
As Newfoundlanders, we seem to love
tradition ... I don't think anyone wants
to break the tradition of Elvis memorial
covers.” Geoff loved his fellow King – it
made sense. But there was more: as we
chatted on, Jesse offered a glimpse into
the greater vision informing and driving
the family company:

It occurred to me that Elvis' vividly sultry
face and leathered swaggering frame
were as reliable a presence on the cover
of The Herald as a grey sky hung over
our (sometimes less than) fair city. But
what exactly has Elvis got to do with
Newfoundland and its beloved Herald,
I wondered, and so decided to reach
out to Geoff's grandson, Jesse Stirling,
who graciously took time from his busy
schedule at Stirling Studios in Beverly
Hills to shed light on a few questions.
First among them: "Why Elvis?"

There's no question, pushing positivity
of any genuine kind in a mass media
context is radically rare – facilitated only
by the equally radical and rare continuing
independence of Stirling Communications
International at a time when, as Jesse
put it, “every small, independent media
outlet is getting gobbled up by huge
conglomerates. Conformity is the norm.”
Clearly, the Stirlings have never been
a family of or for the norm, turning
down the no doubt enormous sums to
sell out offered by rapacious gobbling
conglomerates – those mammoth,
monied suitors of little faith, face, or taste
– sticking instead to the mission Geoff set
forth all those years ago that his family
continues to so duly honour and promote.
Glancing again at my copy of the Herald
after my conversation with Jesse, I found
an all-new appreciation for seeing Elvis'
curling lip of libido on the cover of a
magazine in 2017. It sure beat another
cover story on how millennials are killing
everything (boomers) once held dear;
or, worse still, another cringing image
of a certain burnt-orange man with a
certain knee-length red tie and a certain
bleached toupee.
Stay positive, Newfoundland Herald.
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Notes from the Rafters, Municipal Election 2017 Special Edition

My Candidly Burning Questions
for the Candidates
BY EMILY DEMING

What do you, the reader, really want
to know? Ask in the comments
section online! No question too big,
too small, too weird, too honest, too
silly, too messy. But if it’s squalid and
mean or about traffic or parking
I will judge you.

WARD 4

WARD 1
Lou Puddister
What do you think will help your chances
more: that you look like Art Puddister or that
your name sounds like Art Puddister?
Deanne Stapleton
As a board member of the St. John’s Port
Authority, do you listen to Bing Crosby’s version
of “Don’t Fence Me In” with delicious irony at the
conclusion of each meeting? Or do you prefer
the Roy Rogers' version of the song?

WARD 2
Hope Jamieson
How many ward 2
constituents have, to
date, stopped you in
the street to “thank
you for running
against Galgay so I
don’t have to!”

down? Besides volunteering with you for one of
your many neighbourhood clean-ups after the
election; we’ve got a … thing that day.
Jamie Korab
Why did you pick curling over exhibition
shirling? A. I hate Canada B. I am afraid of
“new snakes” C. People don’t assume I drive a
pick-up truck when I wear the shirling kilt.

Ian Froude
I have it on good authority that you showed up
at a panel discussion called “Women in Politics”
and did not once try to interrupt. In fact, you
quietly listened without ever so much as letting
the room know you were also a candidate
and had some super thoughts on feminism
too. How can you be trusted to stand up to
status quo at city hall if you won’t even stand
up in a room full of women?
Scott Fitzgerald
You run a lot, but can you ever run fast
enough to outrun
the demands of the
sad monster that is
Kenmount Terrace?
#crossfit

Andy Wells... if elected
mayor, will you keep
tweeting? Please.

WARD 5

Jamie Finn
What’s the deal with
people swooning over
the peas on the fries,
WARD 3
dressing, gravy at
Peter MacDonald
Keith’s Diner? Like,
e...
You don’t have much of an internet
Dave Lan
it’s just peas, right? What
presence, but I’ve seen you a lot
am I missing? Also, would
watching the council meetings
you be able to answer that
next to Andy Wells. Is Andy Wells
honestly or would you not be able to answer
your BFF? And if he is, would you say so? And
that honestly? You can whisper it. You can
if he isn’t, would you say so anyway so you
send me a private message about how you
don’t hurt his feelings?
really feel about it.
Walter Harding
Wally Collins
So. Election signs got you bummed out, huh?
I still want to know what that report said.
You know, the one about the allegations of
No one but you following the rules, eh? Your
misconduct or harassment or … what? I don’t
dedication to by-law detail is truly …apparent.
know because neither the accusations not
Your commitment to pointing out other people
the findings were ever released to the public.
breaking minor infractions is about as Canadian
We were only privy to the fact that something
as a Tim’s soaked maple poutine. Anything
happened and something was done about it.
we-the-public can do to turn that frown upside
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Tom Hann...
I have no queries
for you. You are
perfect as you are.

Mike Walsh, Fraser Piccott, Paul Dinn:
Guys, I can’t keep up with all ye jumping into
the race so late! But okay… is it “The Goulds”
or just “Goulds”? Don’t look at what the other
ones are writing.

AT LARGE
Maggie Burton
I heard, in the comment section of a Facebook
thread below a Telegram article, that you ride
a vacuum cleaner; are you a witch?
Ron Ellsworth
Would diversity and inclusivity be better served
by long serving incumbent council members
stepping down and back into the private
sector? Taking all they’ve (you’ve) learned about
how the city runs and how it could run and
mixing that knowledge back into the worlds of
local enterprise, simultaneously making small
pockets of space for new and different blood
and perspectives on council? Or is “as is” the
best policy?
Art Puddister
Are you related to Lou Puddister? Are you
brothers? I’ve heard you are brothers. Or
maybe cousins? Or is he your dad or your
son? Or are you just lovers with the same last
name, but the name thing is a coincidence?
Tom Hann
I have no queries for you. You are perfect as
you are. You just keep on being you, Hann.
Hann the man.
Dave Lane
What’s more important, doing things or
communicating about doing things? Quick!
You’ve already used your “setting up a taskforce” and “public polling” life lines!
Sandy Hickman
How did it feel, after a dang tough year, when
you found out fellow councillor Jonathan
Galgay tried to distract his fed-up constituents’
wrath from himself by noting that you, head
of the traffic committee, weren’t sitting in on
the last half of the public meeting he called on
#motonoise on Signal Hill?

Maggie Bu
rton...
MAYOR
Andy Wells
If elected mayor, will you keep tweeting?
Please.
Renee Sharpe
I heard you want to use Mile One for
something other than not making money
and doing sports. Is that what makes you
antifa? Or is it nose rings?
Danny Breen
As mayor, would you be getting fancier
glasses to go with the mayoral throne?
More flamboyant maybe? Even Danny
changed his hair eventually.

DEPUTY MAYOR
Sheilagh O’Leary
I heard that you swam across the tickle; Does
that mean you, like Burton, are also a witch?

PEOPLE
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MUNICIPAL ELECTION 2017

BY EMILY DEMING

FACTS, FIGURES, & FIGURING
Participation: Candidates
Every four years, we have a
municipal election, and every four
years voter turnout remains a little
over 50%. Those with the longest
future ahead of them in the city vote
the least.
To raise interest and fight cynicism, there was
a push for a more diverse slate, with modest
results: larger age spread and at least twice
as many women running as any previous year
since 1997 (though they still make up just over
a third of candidates). The total number of
candidates this year (37) is about average.
Conventional wisdom says you can’t unseat
incumbents; outsiders are doomed. But
convention is a coward and not always
truthful. Looking back at St. John’s election
data, incumbents do get unseated. Most of the
men (and the woman) who are on council now
have run and failed, some more than once,
twice, three times a lady.
Though he is a fixture now, Councillor Hann
was not elected until his third run for AtLarge. Same for Councillor Hickman. Deputy
Mayor Ron Ellsworth has won three elections
but lost two. Councillor Puddister was
unseated in 2009, in Ward 1, after two terms,
before he came back At-Large in 2013. Debbie
Hanlon was defeated after having been a Ward
4 Councillor twice.

led the third tier with just ~8%. Four years
later there was no incumbent in the race.
But there was a relative of the very popular
incumbent with the same last name. Jonathan
Galgay won with ~45%. Fitzgerald maintained
at ~ 24%. Harvey came in second with ~31%.

them. New candidates are not a new breed of
human. Why do they seem so much better?

Employers can’t set employees to a task
and then leave for 4 years. Guess who is the
employer here? We are. And we suck at it. We
listen to random gossip and then scream
at them over comment threads
The moral is: Politics is an iterative
after not reading any of their
process. Remember this if you
published progress reports.
are either a new candidate or
Which is almost fair enough,
a voter who “wants change.”
division of labour and all.
In the last election,
Politicians must be tough
And my god they do a shit
twice as many
for a reason. If Harvey had
job for real sometimes. I
pulled a Hann or Hickman
people aged 75-84
am barely keeping up with a
and kept at it for a third go,
voted than those
fraction of what goes on and it
perhaps he too would now be
aged 25-34.
is
exhausting. But that is our job.
a fixture. Hating the idea of “the
Our
shitty
old slog of a democracy
same old bunch of candidates” is as
job.
We
can
wish
for a different job
blind as voting solely on familiarity. With
(libertarian,
anarchic,
socialist) but they all
few exceptions, you must be at it over and
require our work too.
over again to get elected. I am sorry Harvey
never stuck around long enough to be “another
Sure it would be an awesome paradigm
old white dude” at the table. He was fantastic in
shift to see innovative thinking, streamlined
the webcast Ward debate in 2013. He had been
processes,complete transparency (no more
writing about council for years and knew its
“special meetings” where councillors can
processes, triumphs and foibles inside and out.
spend our money and throw tantrums at each
other in secret), gender parity and a range of
class and income levels that truly represent
us. But it would be a larger paradigm shift to
raise the voter turnout way past the halfway
If you haven’t been paying attention
mark. And to see voter involvement sustained
to anything the city does except
through the year. That may even be the path
at scandal time, don’t assume they
towards all those other paradigm shifts. Who
knows, it has never been tried. Go mad with
have been doing nothing good. Just
your moderate amount of power!
because you don’t know something

Participation: Voters

doesn’t mean it doesn’t exist.
Ward 2 serves as an interesting example of
simple myth vs. the true vagaries of politics,
where both individual doggedness, skill,
and also old school connections and name
recognition all play some part. In 2009,
Andrew Harvey ran as an outsider candidate
against the ultimate incumbent, Frank Galgay.
There were four other candidates in that
race, Bill Maddigan, Todd Perrin, and Scott
Fitzgerald (now running in Ward 4). Frank
Galgay crushed them all with ~56%. Fitzgerald
came in with a respectable ~23%, and Harvey

Everyone this season has taken turns shaking
fists and yelling “Transparency! Ethics!” You
know who else has been doing that, every
week, and doggedly reminding everyone
about it and working towards it (admittedly
with slow results)? Councillor Hann. Quick
quiz: who’s the most vocal champion on
council for immigrant communities and new
Newfoundlanders? Councillor Hann! You
can find things like this for all the current
councillors. You can find the bad too. For all of
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What is Your Criteria for
a Good Candidate?
Municipal politics is also non-ideological.
Sort of. Municipal elections aren’t about party
affiliation. Platforms are important in that
they help us to understand what a candidate
prioritizes and how they will vote on say,
re-zoning requests and text amendments to
regulations, but their political ideology isn’t
so relevant. Unless they are using municipal

politics to launch a larger political career and
you want to foil/support some future party
star/hack in their tracks. But that is too long a
chess game to tackle here.
Do they listen? Do they work? Do they
communicate well? Have they demonstrated
basic common sense, a willingness to pitch in
and to not, you know, be a total butthead and
scream and call people names.
But this isn’t not politics either. Are they
savvy? Are they tough? Do they have empathy
or can they at least sit through an entire public
meeting without rolling their eyes? Do they do
their own homework or only punt to staff?

Where is That Voice
Coming From?
Is it important for ward councillors
to live in the ward they represent?
It is not a requirement. Jonathan
Galgay, current Ward 2 Councillor,
lives in Airport heights.
John McDonald, candidate for Ward 3, has
worked in Ward 3 but doesn’t live there. Scott
Fitzgerald, candidate for Ward 4, doesn’t live in
Ward 4 and has run twice before in Ward 2. There
is a certain amount of strategy in when/where to
run and a vacant seat, no matter the ward, may
be a way onto council for someone who would
be a great voice for the city but who can’t beat an
incumbent in their home ward. But also, Ward
Councillor is a special position. They need to be
attuned to their district. Again, you decide.

Money and Time.
Time and Money.
You need at least some money to run
a campaign. You need money to print
signs, hold events, you need money
to be able to take time to canvas.
COVER STORY

Asking an individual about money is awkward,
but it is an important question in terms of
campaign finance transparency. Some of the
candidates have already released statements
on this (i.e. Hope Jamieson and Ian Froude).
Some, like Hope Jamieson, are releasing
their donor lists as the campaign progresses.
Some only disclose afterwards, as is the legal
requirement.
It is even more important to ask questions
about campaign financing generally; is
it a barrier to getting the best people for
the job? Fundraising and budgeting are
important skills, but should those abilities
make or break a potential council or mayoral
campaign? Should businesses donate or just
individuals? You get to decide! With your vote.
Ask the candidates what they think. Decide
what sounds right. Vote for them.

“Full Time” vs.
“Part Time” Councillors
Along with whether a candidate
should live in their ward, whether
or not someone will be a “full-time
candidate” is a popular one to
yell about.
Having a lot of time to devote to a job that
pays ~42,000 annual salary is great. But if you
have many dependents and/or a complicated
financial situation then you may need to
supplement that income. This could be for
many reasons: large student debt, loans from
an expanding business, massive dental bills,
mental health costs, maybe you just really
love cashmere and won’t do without; I don’t
know you! It could be anything!
A candidate may have a career or a job that
they love and do not want to give up. Having
entrepreneurs or skilled and dedicated workers
from the trades or service industries on our
council brings creativity and firsthand experience
of how our city economy develops on the front
lines. Should we expect them to abandon the
thing which gave them the insight and wisdom
for which we elected them? If we want a mix of
strengths and a broad range of experiences then
we should be open to people who have wealth
and/or time to spare, and those who do not.
A perfect council would have all these different
perspectives and would help each other
understand the importance of each. They will
disagree, civilly, and they will compromise and
they will make each other better.

COVER STORY

But What About
the Issues?

2009 vs 2013 Turnout Percentage Comparison By ward

Totally. There are 37 candidates.
I don’t have the word count to go
over their platforms here. And
many of them entered the race late
and don’t have publicly declared
platforms yet. But here are some
resources to get you started:
The Happy City Election Centre at
stjohnsvotes.ca is amazing. Many of the
candidates have filled out the extensive
survey so you can compare and contrast
answers from each.
Candidate web pages and Facebook pages.
Google these or find them at (again) the
Happy City Election Centre.

2009 vs 2013 Turnout Percentage Comparison By age

Call or email the candidates directly! This
one has the added bonus of giving them a
taste of what it will be like in our clutches for
the next 4 years.

Meh. …No!
Very un-meh!
Because: Development
Regulations
Far beyond just being entertaining
(which it very much is) this election
is a real factor in our lives.
Have you ever wanted to start a small
business? Go out to eat somewhere within
walking distance of your home? Have a
backyard fire? Be able to walk down the
sidewalk in winter? Get to work and do your
errands in your wheelchair? Have decent bus
service?
Being able to nip out and buy a carton of
milk by foot because you’ve got the wine for
the marinade half drunk and the buns won’t
make themselves is actually a municipal
matter. The next council may determine
whether your neighbourhood is allowed to
have a corner store.
The City’s over-arching ideal is written up in
the recently updated Municipal Plan. But, it is
basically just a vision board. The regulations
that govern it are still in draft form. And they
will be approved, or re-vamped or scuttled, by
the incoming council.

The Draft Development Regulations are, as of
the end of August, available to the public, and
(thanks to Linda Bishop and other staff at city
hall) they are clearly written and easy to read.
They are still missing appendices and do not
contain the very important “design policies”
that are the rules-within-the-rules from the
engineering division. But incomplete is great!
It means the public is, for once, not completely
shut out of the process. You want greater
transparency and access to process, not just
finished edicts? THIS IS IT. If you ignore this
now, you don’t get to complain… okay, you do,
we all get to complain. It is our fundamental
right and my god we are only human.

Get to know the Draft Development
Regulations (#draftdevregbookclub is my
hashtag that will never catch on but I will
never give up) or, get to know the candidates
and decide which ones you trust to deal with
this for you. It is so simple. We have come
full circle: vote.

In St. John’s,
everyone complains
about politics, yet
only 53% of us
voted in the last
election.

But How Do I Even Vote?
Turn the page to read more and find out.
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But How Do I Even Vote?

F E S T I VA L O F N E W D A N C E . C A

Dude. This is the easy part. You register online to get your voter
kit mailed to you. You fill it out. You send it in. A few hundred
ballots get discarded each election cycle so fill it out carefully.
According to data from the city, the most common reason, by
far, for your vote to be discarded is “voter declaration form not
included.” So include that.

stjohns.ca/city-hall/municipal-election/
voter-registration
SEPTEMBER 23 TO OCTOBER

Also, when voting for Councillor-At-Large, you can vote for up to four candidates.
But you don’t have to. The four with the most votes overall win seats. So if you feel
strongly about just 1, 2 or 3 candidates you may want to only vote for them.
PS. All us non-citizens (but true townies at heart) who can’t vote are counting on
you. I won’t say who I would pick but I do have one combination of candidates that
I don’t think I could make myself watch every week. If that exact slate wins, I will
retire and walk the East Coast Trail or the Grand Concourse each Monday afternoon
communing with the foghorns and making light fun of the birds instead.

SHOWS
SEP 30 / 8PM
Raíces y Alas
Flamenco
Volver
Masonic Temple
OCT 3 / 8PM
Daniel Léveillé
Solitudes Duo
LSPU Hall
OCT 4 / 8PM
Dana Michel
Yellow Towel
LSPU Hall
OCT 5 / 8PM
Sook-Yin Lee
Sphere of
Banished
Suffering
LSPU Hall

TUESDAY Stand Up Comedy
WEDNESDAY Open Jam Session
THURSDAY Live DJ
FRIDAY & SATURDAY Live Bands

OCT 6 / 6PM
Justine Chambers
Family Dinner:
The Lexicon
LSPU Hall
OCT 6 / 8PM
Sarah Chase /
Dreamwalker
Dance
A Crazy Kind
of Hope
+
Company 605
Leftovers
LSPU Hall
OCT 6 / 930PM
Amanda Acorn
multiform(s)
Eastern Edge
Gallery
OCT 7 / 8PM
Frédérick Gravel
All Hell is
Breaking Loose,
Honey
LSPU Hall

WORKSHOPS
+ SPECIAL
EVENTS
SEP 25-29
Andrea Williams
Flamenco
Master Classes
See website
OCT 3-6 / 10AM
Morning
Technique
Classes
ACC Dance
Studio
OCT 7 / 10AM
Andrea Nann
Physical,
Metaphorical &
Acoustic Bodies
Workshop
ACC Dance
Studio
OCT 7 / 10PM
Closing Party
featuring JOOJ
The Ship

DANA MICHEL PHOTO BY MAXYME DESLISLE

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
5 NIGHTS A WEEK!

OCT 3-5 / 6PM
Justine Chambers
Family Dinner
Off-site
Dining Rooms

7

320 TORBAY ROAD
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SELECT EVENTS

BY SANDY MAY

Fans of Steve Maloney have been
waiting patiently since 2014 for a
follow-up to the self-titled Steve
Maloney and the Wandering Kind
album. Maloney’s sophomore
offering, The Memory Game,
arrived August 25th, just in time to
close out summer.
While not a Wandering Kind album, The
Memory Game has many of the markings of
his first release. Delicate instrumentation set
against full arrangements, thoughtful lyrics,

The Balladeer
is Back
Matt Byrne on
Horizon Lines
BY JERRY STAMP
Matthew Byrne has an uncanny
ability to make something old
sound new again, or for that matter
make something new sound old. His
new album Horizon Lines shows
why he’s one of the province’s
leading balladeers and a baritone
you want to tell your mother about.
And he likes a good pun.
THE ARTS

and, of course, that voice. Maloney’s baritone
voice possesses an almost musical theatre
quality to it, which has always caught me
slightly off guard; as if it’s not entirely of its
time. To my ear, Maloney’s self-titled album
struggled with how to best serve his unique,
yet stylized vocals. The arrangements and
instrumentation rose to meet this challenge
as best they could, but too often sounded in
competition with one another.
For his follow-up album, Maloney enlisted the
help of Toronto-based musician and producer
Joshua Van Tassel, and a better fit, he couldn’t

Many of These Songs Were Tunes You've
Known for Years. Why Record Them Now?
I’m not entirely sure. I’ve always kind of felt
that if a song sticks with me forever, it’s telling
me I should version it and do something
with it. With some of these, I’d wrongfully
dismissed them as the “ones I sang when I
was little”… but then realized I still love them
just as much as I ever did. There’s an honesty
that comes through when you’re versioning
a song that’s been dear to you for so many
years … so I hope that comes across with
many of these.
When Did You Realize You Wanted to be a
Balladeer Instead of Fronting a Rock Band
or High-octane Trad Band?
I’m a storyteller, first and foremost. All of
these songs have a story both within them
and behind them. The intimacy of a solo
performance for a listening audience is really
necessary for those stories and nuances to get
across. I’m the guy who works better in the
folk festival workshop than on the big main

All of the sonic pieces instinctively fall
into place: lavish strings, guitars, piano,
synthesizers, vibraphone, therevox,
percussion, and dazzling, soulful backup vocals
by the Weather Station’s Tamara Lindeman; all
complementing one another, and effortlessly
showcasing Maloney’s talent as a songwriter
and vocalist. While Maloney always assumed
his second release would be a band effort, The
Memory Game is a solo album which Maloney
considers something closer to a collaborative
project. While it’s true Van Tassel’s electronicfolk fingerprints sit heavy (both as a producer,
and musician on the album), The Memory
Game is ultimately the realisation of Maloney’s
talent, skillfully unfurled by Van Tassel.
At just 8 tracks, the album is a concise,
yet completely satisfying offering. The
songs themselves are lean, but the range is
expansive, pivoting between contemplative
numbers like the opener "Devotion," with its
simple guitar picking, and moody strings, to
the sweeping synthesizers, driving pianos
and operatic vocals on "Exits." Tamara

stage, without a doubt. I like
seeing the people I sing to and
feeling like I’m talking with
them rather than at them. And
I go to bed too early to be in a
rock band.
What's It Like to Record with
Your Father?
It was a big checkmark on the bucket list
... something I really wanted to do. It's been
a long time since Dad's been in a studio, and
the process has changed completely since he
recorded in the early 80s. So he was happy
to let myself and Billy (Sutton) guide it. He
sang a song that he's played many times so
we didn't complicate things ... we wanted his
arrangement and interpretation of it. I'm so
thrilled to have it on the CD ... it's very special
for both of us.
You Wrote the Tune "Adelaide" about a
Gentleman Who Had a Brief but Lifealtering Encounter with Your Aunt Many

Lindeman’s gospel-tinged backups send this
song into something of another stratosphere.
Its grandiosity makes it a difficult track to
follow, but "The Disenchanted Age," a subtle
flamenco-flavoured number, brings listeners
back down to earth smoothly.
"No One Loves You (Like I Do)" is a beautiful,
uncomplicated cover, and a treat for fans of
(the briefly, St. John’s-based) songwriter John
Lennox. "Passing Phase" is a soundscape
for getting in your car and moving on; "No
Warmth Against the Light" is for contemplating
the weight of that decision in the mirror
somewhere. The album closes with "Only
Sometimes." Its soft guitar, violins, and rising
and falling vocals, is reminiscent of Andy
WIlliams’ "Moon River" in both its sweetness
and melancholy.
The songs on The Memory Game reveal
themselves slowly, but ultimately reward
listeners for their patience with each
additional listen. Under Joshua Van Tassel’s
guidance, Steve Maloney has unequivocally
announced his arrival, and I fully expect the
rest of Canada (and beyond), to sit up and take
note of this hometown talent. Steve Maloney
will perform The Memory Game accompanied
by a string quartet and rhythm section,
September 7th (8PM) at the LSPU Hall. Special
guest Katie Baggs will open the evening.
Tickets are $20, and available at the LSPU
Hall box office.

Years Ago. Did You Send the
Song to the Gentleman?
That was actually something
that myself and Billy talked
about when we were recording
it. I felt a bit strange having
written a song about someone
who had no idea I was doing so. Then
Billy did some Googling and found an
obituary ... he died last November. That kind
of freaked us out as his death was coincident
with me taking interest in the story. It's a bit
sad that he couldn't hear it.
What Is Next on the Horizon for
Matthew Byrne? (Pun Intended)
Pun accepted! I'm bringing this album and
these stories to as many places as I can. I'm
gearing up for a cross-Canada release tour
in September and October. And more touring
in the US as well as some solo groundwork
in the UK. Another Winter Island Tour with
Sherman (including PEI this time around) and
more exciting collaborations. Stay tuned!
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PHOTOS: SUBMITTED

The Memory Game
Steve Maloney’s Sophomore
Shines Bright

have chosen. As a producer, Van Tassel has
worked with such acts as Sarah Slean, Doug
Paisley, Amelia Curran, and Great Lake
Swimmers, and scored multiple television
and film projects as a musician in his own
right. The Memory Game is bigger and more
ambitious, yet somehow more refined than
Maloney’s debut.

2017
Music
Award
Nominees

Country Artist of the Year
Bev Allen • Steve Maloney
Victoria and The Lyricist
The Overcast Fan's Choice
Entertainer of the Year
Hip Waders • Ian Foster
Janet Cull • The Kubasonics
The Once • Waterfront Fire

The MusicNL Awards
celebrate the musicians
and industry professionals
of Newfoundland and
Labrador, and recognize
the accomplishments of
MusicNL members.

Female Artist of the Year
Colleen Power • Janet Cull
Maria Cherwick • Melanie O'Brien
Rachel Cousins • Victoria Doyle

The awards will be given out at
the MusicNL Awards Gala (hosted
by Alan Doyle) this October 15th at
the St. John's convention
centre. Tickets are
available through
Mile One's box
office. The audience
will be treated to
performances by
many nominees.
"Doyle is one of our
most treasured legacy
members," MusicNL wrote
in a press release for the event,"
and we know he will rock it at the
MusicNL Week 20017, and make
it one to remember." The awards
gala is but one part of MusicNL
Week 2017, which will run from
Oct. 11th-15th. MusicNL is promising
"an exciting lineup of special guest
panelists, performances, and
workshops, including 25 export
buyers who will work alongside
musicians looking to help you bring
your music career to the next level."

Graphic Artist of the Year
Aaron Bishop • Krista Power
Kyle McDavid • Tara Thompson

FACTOR Album of the Year
Chris LeDrew (Art of the Confessor)
Earle & Coffin (Wood Wire Blood &
Bone) • Ian Foster (Sleeper Years)
Janet Cull (Real Tough Love)
Steve Maloney (The Memory Game)
The Once (We Win Some We Lose)
Alternative Artist of the Year
Category VI • Gavin Simms
Informants • Steve Maloney
Town House • Young Manics

Folk/Roots Artist of the Year
Adam Baxter • Christian Howse
Ian Foster • The Kubasonics
The Once • Weight of the World

Group of the Year
Earle & Coffin
Informants
The Kubasonics
The Novaks
The Once
Town House
Industry Professional
of the Year
Andrew Boyd • Bryan Power
Jason Whelan • Mary Beth
Waldram • Michelle Robertson
Robert Buck
Instrumental Recording
of the Year
Fretboard Journey
Rozalind MacPhail
Classic Hits Coast 101.1 FM
Jazz/Blues Artist of the Year
Earle & Coffin • Hip Waders
DC Design House Male
Artist of the Year
Gavin Simms • Ian Foster
Luke Tremblett • Matthew Byrne
Mick Davis • Steve Maloney
Media Person of the Year
Andrew Boyd • Greg
Smith • Paul Brace
Music Educator
of the Year
Adam Baxte • Kyle
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Hot off the Press

Digital Offers a World of Opportunities
for Local Comic Book Artist BY ELIZABETH WHITTEN
IAN JARVIS IS TIGHT LIPPED ON SHARING TOO MANY DETAILS ABOUT JUNK COCOON, HIS
FIRST SOLO COMIC BOOK. He described it as a science fiction adventure story set in the future where
people are grappling to survive the aftermath of wars and devastating pollution. “What they thought was a
go-to cure to solve genetic failure, they kind of used sources and genetic anomalies from various adaptable
life forms that ... over generations attribute to things like multiple limbs, blue skin, quirky things like that,”
Jarvis said. “So it’s basically my way to play around in the science fiction genre.” “That’s not to say the comic
is inherently doom and gloom. I kind of wanted to have a tone of optimism throughout the thing, dealing with
a bad situation and overcoming that as much as you can.” You can’t pick up an issue at your local comic book
shop (yet). All issues are hosted on ComiXology, a digital platform owned by Amazon. Creators submit their
work, which is reviewed before it’s hosted on the site. From there, people all over the world can buy it. One
issue of Junk Cocoon costs $2.99US, and Jarvis said he’s releasing one issue every two months.The first
issue was made available last May and the first arc will be five parts. Jarvis already has more stories in mind
that will take place in the Junk Cocoon setting.
Digital vs Print
When it came to publishing, Jarvis did debate the merits of publishing the traditional way versus digital. By
releasing it online, it allows more people to access it. Buyers from as far away as South America, who might
never have picked up a copy otherwise, have bought Junk Cocoon with the click of a few buttons. Jarvis is
in the process of organizing a limited print run for issues 1-3 in order to have something tangible for himself
and people who prefer the traditional medium. He said he hopes to print all five issues eventually. With
a background in digital design and animation, Jarvis said getting into comics has been, “kind of a natural
progression. It’s nice to be able to work on something without having a bunch of producers and directors
tweaking things, changing things. It’s just nice to have something you can work on, start to finish, without
having to modify for other people’s changes.” Among his influences, he lists the works of Osamu Tezuka (the
creator of Astro Boy) and David Bowie. “There are a lot of David Bowie references and little Easter eggs kind
of hidden throughout,” he explained. One of the characters has green eyes because of the song “Cat People
(Putting out Fire).”Jarvis is a regular fixture at the monthly Breakdown Comic Jam at the Anna Templeton
Centre that Wallace Ryan hosts, and Ryan really gave Jarvis the push to start Junk Cocoon. He also sounds
ideas off other local artists. “Basically, we developed an artists' community. We show each other work in
progress, get feedback from each other, it’s nice.”

McDavid • Melanie O'Brien
The Nickel Music Video
of the Year
Adam Baxter ("Poor Cold Hungry
Happy" Dir: John Pike) • Doug
Dorward ("Morag and Binker's"
Dir: Phil Maloney) • Ian Foster
("Feels Like It Wants to Rain" Dir:
Ian Foster) - It Could Be Franky
("Always" Dir: Matthew Thomson)
Kellie Loder ("Boxes" Dir: Tom
Cochrane) • Land of The Lakes
("On These Days" Dir: Duncan
De Young)
Outstanding Company
of the Year
Atlantic Disc and DVD •
Kilbride Music • Lawnya
Vawnya • Rock Eden •
The Sound Solution

Molson/Coors
Pop/Rock
Artist of the
Year
Clare Follett
Janet Cull
Mick Davis
Rough Hands
The Novaks
Land of
Lakes
Rap/HipHop Artist
of the Year
Adam Jenkins
YAY • Lee Fitz
Tony Delicious
Rising Star of the Year
Clare Follett • Doug Dorward
Melanie O'Brien • Rachel Cousins

Rough Hands
Town House
Side Musician
of the Year
Darren "Boobie" Browne
Glen Collins • Jason
Whelan
Ron Hynes SOCAN
Songwriter of the Year
Clare Follett • Gavin Simms
Janet Cull • Rough Hands
Steve Maloney • The Once
Urban/Electronic
Artist of the Year
Alex Byrne • Elling Lien
GAME BOY • Happy Beats
Volunteer of the Year
Andrew Boyd • Betty Fitzgerald
Don-E Coady

THE ARTS
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Meet MusicNL's

Celtic/Traditional
Artist of the Year
Colleen Power • Cordeen
Dave Penny • Doug Dorward
Matthew Byrne • Rum Ragged

BY MARK HOFFE
Maybe Sam Shepard’s death had
something to do with it.
Paris, Texas is one of the
reasons I started writing
screenplays. That peep
show scene, to be precise.
People talk about blood
on the page. There you
see it on screen while
Travis tells a story to his
estranged wife through a oneway mirror.
It’s one of the best stories in global cinema.
The story told in that scene,and the story
told in the film.
That peep show monologue started on a
page. One of Sam Shepard’s. Harry Dean
Stanton, Nastassja Kinski, Wim Wenders,
and the crew brought it to life. There
lies the mystery of screenwriting and its
relationship with filmmaking.
It’s a mystery that resists all temptation to
teach it.
It’s raining. There’s a copy of Shepard’s last
book close by. The One Inside. Unlike his
other books on my shelf, it lies unread. It
deserves some ritual now. A solitary road
trip. Something to offer the words and
Shepard’s life the devotion and respect they
deserve.
On the back, there’s a photo of Shepard
reading in a chair on his ranch. Under the
photo flow these words from Patti Smith’s
foreword: “The One Inside is a coalescing
atlas, marked by the boot heels of one who
instinctively tramps, with open eyes, the

Don’t get me wrong. Those opportunities fill
me with gratitude. The Nickel workshops
produced many well-writtenscripts. A few
were reborn as short films. The NIFCO
class focused on features, and
the participants produced a
plethora of captivating work.
The collaborations and
discussions were engaging
and productive.
The problem lies with
the one inside and his
perpetual suggestion that I
might be a fraud.
Books filled with explanations of the
three-act structure and character arcs and
blah blah blah stand on my shelf. Syd Field
and Robert McKee are wealthy men. The
former has three writing credits on IMDb.
The latter has five.
It’s easy to rely on those books. How else
can you teach screenwriting?
You learn in a different way. You learn by
reading plays, novels, screenplays, and
watching movies. You learn by putting blood
on the page. You learn by being a human
being and offering yourself to the mystery.
Here’s Sam Shepard in the Paris Review:
“The only way to test it is with actors,
because that’s who you’re writing for.
When I have a piece of writing that I think
might be ready, I test it with actors, and
then I see if it’s what I
imagined it to be.
The best actors
show you flaws
in the writing.”

Buried Child

Finis.

won the 1979
Pulitzer
Prize.

In Paris, Texas, “ Travis Henderson, an aimless drifter who has been missing for four years,
wanders out of the desert and must reconnect with society, himself, his life, and his family.”

Overwhelmed
Local Fans Dish on
Sloan Before Their
September Show
Sloan are the princes of North
Atlantic garage rock. And once
again, they’re hitting our shores
– well, at least a very scenic little
inlet. Quidi Vidi will play host to
the “Iceberg Alley Performance
Tent” from September 14-24.
It’s 10 straight days of prominent Canadian
acts, with local favourites, blasts from the
past, and some hip, fresh faces. And then
there’s Sloan, occupying a rare and unique
place in the pantheon of performers. There
are few bands of the past 30 years that
have made such a profound impact on the
musical identity of the east coast. Sloan was
transformative - no longer were we stuck
with just jigs and reels as a cultural qualifier.
Atlantic Canada began to have a distinctly
modern sound, replete with gritty power
chords and Beatles-esque harmonies. Sure,
they had their precursors and peers. But
starting with Smeared, Sloan broke through
in a way that others didn’t. All four members
wrote songs. They had bowlcut charisma.
They harnessed the ongoing modernization
of the Atlantic Canadian musical identity and
showcased to the country and the world.
Their music became
stylistically descriptive of
what would come to be
“Maritime Rock” punchy, poppy, scrappy
rock with layered voices.
It was the heyday of the
Canadian rock surge of
MuchMusic - content
laws dictated a focus on
the homegrown artists
and while this certainly
help them gain a
footing (as it did for
many now-nostalgic
Canadian artists), they’ve continually
survived on their own merits. The band has
evolved and matured, somehow churning out 11
LPs alongside an array of side projects (check
out Chris Murphy’s TUNS. Just do it). Considering
they’ve made such an impact, have had such

BY BRAD PRETTY

longevity, and originate only a ferry ride away, I
asked a bunch of prominent local artists about
their favourite Sloan album.
MIKE HEFFERNAN
Author, Musician, Photographer
Not sure. I'll say Twice Removed just because it
is of a time and place. It's the quintessential
east coast "grunge" album. Hali was supposed
to be the Seattle of the east, which was
sparked, partly, by Sloan and that album.
MIKE MERCER
The Combine
Navy Blues for sweet chord progressions and
heavy Elton John piano grooves. Sinking Ships
and Seems So Heavy are the highlights. I have
tried and failed to see Sloan 3 times now but
hope to someday succeed.
DALE DREW
Sea Dogs and Physical Graffiti
That's easy. Twice Removed. Front to back the
songwriting is so so so good. Harmonies,
arrangements, hooks. It's got it all. Me and
my wife went to their show at club one for the
Twice Removed anniversary tour and man it
was awesome. They did the whole album, took
a break then did like 15 more hits! What a band.
NATASHA BLACKWOOD
Eastern Owl
I love all the older Sloan albums, but I think my alltime favourite is Navy Blues. When my older sister
moved to Nova Scotia for university, she went to a
Sloan concert, got their autograph on "Navy Blues,"
and sent it home to me in a care package.
It was the first album
I ever owned that
wasn't a compilation,
and when I realized that
you don't have to live
in LA or be on "Casey's
Top 40" to have success
with a record. I listened
to it on loop for an entire
year. I still have that CD,
and the lyrics book is worn,
tattered, and loved to death.
I eventually bought all of
their older albums as well.
The rawness of One Chord to
Another encouraged me to
make half-assed recordings in my basement. The
dark themes on Twice Removed encouraged me to
explore writing sad songs, and not worry too
much about being catchy.
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Stepping Off The
Screenwriting
Class Train

PHOTO: SAM-SHEPARD.COM

A Tribute to
Sam Shepard

stretches of its unearthly roads.”
Change the title and medium, and she
could be writing about Paris, Texas.
There’s that mystery. For the past few
years, I stumbled through screenwriting
classes and pretended to teach. First with
The Nickel Independent Film Festival,
and then with a group at NIFCO in the fall
of 2016. Today I sent an email to end the
possibility of me stumbling again this fall.

PHOTO: RICHIE PEREZ

Big on the Bard

MUN to Highlight the
Newfoundland-Shakespeare
Affiliation
BY TRACY O’BRIEN

This fall, Memorial University
is hosting a symposium and
exhibition celebrating this
province’s rich history of
Shakespearean performance
and study.
Shakespeare’s works have earned
prominence in festivals and theatres
across Newfoundland & Labrador. Theatre
groups visited the island from England
from at least as far back as 1841, when
child prodigy Jean Davenport toured
Newfoundland performing, most notably,
the title role in Richard III.
Visits by theatre groups point to an
importation of artistry and creativity from
England, adding to the already fundamental
English influence on Newfoundland
and Labrador’s culture. Newfoundland
performances of Shakespeare in recent
decades have shifted this dynamic by
inserting the province’s culture into the
productions, for example through outport
settings, or by incorporating dialect.
Capitalizing on the 400th anniversary of
John Guy’s settlement in 1610, New World
Theatre (Perchance Theatre) fixed a link
between modern NL and early modern
England by building its Indeavour stage in
Cupids in 2010.
English professor, Dr. Rob Ormsby, has
curated MUN's exhibit, Brave New Worlds:
Shakespeare in Newfoundland & Labrador in
an effort to bridge activities at MUN with the
artistic community and the general public.
The event results from partnership with
Queen Elizabeth II Library, Perchance
Theatre, St. John's Arts and Culture Centre,
and Newfoundland Quarterly. All events and
publications are free and open to the public.
The Exhibition will be held mid-September
to mid-October at the QEII Library and St.

John’s Arts and Culture Centre. On display
will be costumes, posters, photographs,
props, and books – all of which are
connected to performances that have taken
place in the province.
Featuring artefacts from the 16th to 21st
centuries, it will include items as varied as
the John Guy newssheet from 1611, Sir
Humphrey Gilbert’s map, 19th and 20thcentury portraits of actors who performed
in St. John’s from England, Canada, and the
Stratford Festival, and theatre paraphernalia
from communities across the province.
The exhibition will reflect NL’s long-term
engagement with Shakespeare and the
various ways that the people here have read,
performed, and watched his works in the
course of taking ownership of The Bard and
making him part of the culture of the province.
Complementing the exhibition, a
Symposium of Artists and Scholars will be
held from September 30 to October 1, 2017
at Memorial University. The symposium
will bring together academics, students,
archivist-librarians, and theatre artists for
two days of discussion of Shakespeare in
NL and live performances by actors such
as Andy Jones and Steve O’Connell. The
two-day event will also feature artists,
including director Danielle Irvine, actordirector-artistic director of the ACC Aiden
Flynn, costume designer Marie Sharpe,
Pamela Morgan of Figgy Duff, and Michael
Nolan of Shakespeare by the Sea, MUN, and
Perchance Theatre.
For more information, visit the Facebook
page: facebook.com/ShakespeareNL/
Exhibition: mid-September to midOctober. MUN Queen Elizabeth II Library,
and the Arts & Culture Centre, St. John’s.
Symposium of Artists & Scholars: Sept.
30-Oct.1, 9AM-6PM. Arts & Admin Building,
room A-1043. All events and publications
are free and open to the public.
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Victory Road
The Combine win
big with “Void
and Vessel”
BY BRAD PRETTY

This is a lathe in the hands of
master craftsmen. Precision

was fantasy themed, this is science fiction. It’s
mechanical and coarse, but it’s not guttural or
loose. It’s full of discovery, full of order, and
full of experimentation.
“Void and Vessel” hinges on a balance too often
taken for granted in modern metal: That you
can be both ornate and pragmatic. Abrasive
music is often left to its own devices; it lets
dissonance become the focus. Lets technicality
sell it. While there’s plenty of refined
dissonance and pinpoint passages within its
frame, The Combine have a special talent that
echoes some of their forebearers and major
influences - they pace themselves well.

meets beauty. Speed meets

It takes years and years of practice to be
able to even come close to their unhinged
instinct. Borne from a blueprint
skill, but composing and arranging music
of thrash metal, 70s and 80s
this complex is an innate skill. It’s easy to
prog, and more modern metalget lost in the draw of a single riff or
motif. But they effortlessly shift. It’s
core, in the plainest
organic songwriting hiding behind
terms: it rips. Hard.
progressive, technical metal.
This is beyond the
8 songs rich with skill, detail,
level of technique
The guitar tones are perfect.
and taste. It has a coat of polish
usually present in
The effects are studied and
that’s misleading - its edges
local releases.
intentional. If there’s anything I
are razor sharp. The rough finish
find forced, it’s the lyrics - they’re a
underneath the lacquer cracks
little
contrived. The voices are powerful,
through, giving air to the raw core
though, and even with some cliche lines,
beneath the shine.
they blanket the pandemonium beneath in
harmony. Musically, the level of skill on show
It’s an impressive mix that brings to mind
is just unreal.
Mastodon, Baroness, and Opeth. The modern
generation of metal that leans into operatic
turns to draw sentiment out of chaos. Every
note matters, but most of them will fly by
faster than you can hear. It’s a brand of speed
metal that relies on riffs and big vocals to cut
through and give it all structure. And it works.
If the thrash metal everyone grew up with

This is beyond the level of technique usually
present in local releases, and it comes
from all corners of the band. It’s a myriad
of tastes, of approaches, and of genres.
For fans of heavy music, it’s definitely a
worthwhile voyage.
THE ARTS

MusicNL's Selfie Star Contest!
THE MUSICNL COMMUNITY IS BUSTLING FROM COAST TO COAST FOR OUR 25TH
ANNIVERSARY. OUR CELEBRATIONS ARE IN FULL SWING. For you, music lovers, we introduce the
very first MusicNL Selfie Star Contest! Starting in September, over 25 businesses from St. John’s to Happy
Valley Goose Bay will display our 25th anniversary logo in front entrances. When you visit each business, you
can enter to win some great prizes and to get pumped for MusicNL Week 2017! See our list of participating
storefronts in the map below, or visit musicnl.ca. Drop into each place listed in your area to show some NL
local business love. Take a selfie at each place in front of our logo, tag the participating business, and use
the hashtag #MusicNL25, Be creative & fun! ! The more selfies you take, the more chances you have to win!
Post your deadly selfie to your Facebook page and standby for the draw on October 14! The winners will be
announced over Facebook & Twitter and on our website at 8pm NL time!

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Contest opens at 9am on
September 1st, 2017 and ends
8pm October 14

RELAX, RECHARGE,
RECONNECT

COSTA RICA
YOGA RETREAT
MARCH 10 – 17, 2018

WWW.STJOHNSYOGA.CA
INFO@STJOHNSYOGA.CA

Limit of 1 photo per person per
location
MusicNL will utilize a standard
database to randomly generate
the winners

SELFIE
STAR
CONTEST

WALK AB
OU
ENTER TO T, ROCK OUT, AND
WIN GRE
AT PRIZE
CELEBRA
S IN
TION OF #
MUSICNL
25

HOW TO PLAY:
STEP 1:

Visit a participating local business.

STEP 2:

Take a selﬁe in front of our logo, tag
the business, and use the hashtag
#MusicNL25.

STEP 3:

Post your selﬁe to your Facebook
page and stand by for the draw on
October 14th, 8pm NL time!

PRIZES:

A suite at a local hotel, two VIP tickets
for the MusicNL Week Awards Show, a
gift certiﬁcate from a local music store,
a music lover’s gift basket, and more!

FOR MORE MUSICNL WEEK
CONTEST AND AWARDS INFO:
MUSICNL.CAASELFIESTARCONTEST
THE ARTS
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Queen Bees
& Gourmet Cheese

A Check In With Homesteaders
Steve and Lisa McBride
BY FELICITY ROBERTS
Anyone who's attended a Pippy
Park maple syrup workshop or seen
the Southside goats stroll around
the city is familiar with
homesteaders Steve and
Lisa McBride.
The couple have since left the
Southside neighbourhood for
the balmy climes of Mobile on
the Southern Shore, and thus
brought an old Joan Morrissey song
to life, The Mobile Goats. Their adventures in
self sufficiency continue, not only with goats
but also ducks, rabbits, a large garden, and
seven beehives.

cambozola,
and even
my first
very very
stinky swiss
cheese.”
The news keeps
getting better.
“We've joined Cod Sounds to help
launch some food skills workshops
through their School of Cookery at
Compton House. First up is artisanal
cheesemaking” Steve continues.

For Lori McCarthy, operator of Cod Sounds,
it was “a no brainer“ to join forces with the
McBrides and add their extensive skill set to
the workshops on offer through her outfit,
which already provides quality instruction
on wild foods, breads, butchery, and beyond.
Yes, you read right, seven hives. Along with
“Cod Sounds has built a brand in bringing
traditional blessings of honey and beeswax, the
NL cuisine, culture, and foraging knowledge
passion they've developed for beekeeping
to locals for three years now. As the
has led them to the production of
business grows, Lori's vision is
something even more precious.
to bring more traditional food
A queen. By splitting off part
skills to people, so to that end
Backyard Farming
and Homesteading
of a hive into new quarters,
she has involved Lisa & I, as
NL Facebook Page is
they both prevent the problem
well as artisanal break maker
one of the hottest
of swarming and now can
Nicholas Gardner of Upper
local pages on
produce queens to populate the
Crust, to bring some new food
Facebook
new quarters. They are excited to
workshops to Cod Sounds.
be able to help new local beekeepers
Cheese making seemed like a good
in the future, as hives can be hard to
first step” Steve explains.
come by around here.
When not promoting self reliance and staving
off the beepocalypse, the McBrides have also
been finding some time to develop a cottage
dairy scene, mastering the arts of goats
milk cheese and ice cream. It was a natural
progression starting the day they let some
goat milk go bad in the fridge and moving on
through yogurt, ice cream, to simple cheeses.
Now , Steve says, "4 years later, we've gotten
fairly serious about it, turning out some 50 lbs
of cheese this year in the form of brie, blue,

The workshop demonstrates the cheese
making process, which is simpler than I
would have thought, and equipment, which is
quite minimal. Perhaps most important, you
get to try some of the cheese the McBrides
produce, paired with delicious treats like
Lori's moose chorizo and pickled beets.
This is a partnership made in snack heaven.
Steve is a goldmine of fascinating facts - why
cheese is orange, why swiss cheese has (or
doesn't have!) holes, cheese as medicine
to the ancients, and even why people "say
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EARLY BIRD TICKET DEALS. FESTIVAL ANNOUNCEMENT SEPTEMBER 18

WOMENSFILMFESTIVAL.COM

cheese" when they get their pictures taken.
The next workshops will probably focus on
backyard animal husbandry. Lisa wants to
demystify backyard animal keeping and
the traditional skills it entails, the
hide tanning, furring, butchering,
and preparing that go into the
full use of livestock. I take this
opportunity to ask about their
own livestock choices. ”Rabbits
get a place on our homestead
because we don't keep chickens to
eat, and we're too attached to our ducks
to eat them regularly. Rabbits breed, well,
like rabbits, and are great at turning inedible
stuff like alders, weeds, pasture, and garden
trimmings into delicious rabbit meat. As
we try to become more productive and less
reliant on purchased products, we're finding
more roles for the secondary products of
rabbitry - leather & fur.”
So why ducks over chickens for egg
production? "Ugh," Steve replies,” let's just

say I'm not a morning person. 8am is fine
but 6am alarm calls every day, no thanks.
Rooster cawing drives me. My experience
with backyard poultry makes me think
ducks are the better choice for an
urban setting. I prefer the eggs,
bigger yolks.”
Want to know more? Further
workshops are still in the
development phase, but the
McBrides' excellent Newfoundland
homesteading adventure is easy to follow
through their Facebook forum, Backyard
Farming and Homesteading NL.
With over 7000 followers,
it is an excellent place for
people to share
experiences,
find kindred
spirits,
and pool
knowledge.

Follow along on their Facebook forum,

Backyard Farming and Homesteading NL.

THE ARTS

*
persistence
Theatre Company

Isle of Demons
by Robert Chafe

starring Marie Jones, Allison Kelly & Evan Mercer | directed by Jenn Deon

The story of Marguerite de Roberval - marooned in 1542 on an
island off of Newfoundland for daring to love.
Nevertheless, she persisted…

september 27 to october at 7:30 pm
september 30 at 2:00 pm
barbara barrett theatre
Tickets available from the St. John’s Arts
& Culture Centre box office
$38 general
$33 for students & seniors
$23 all seats matinee
709-729-3900
www.artsandculturecentre.com

Simple Solutions
To Complex
Problems:

Project
SucSeed
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

Northern food security. Lower
carbon foot prints. Supportive
work environments. Health
benefits from fresh vegetables.
Removing barriers to success. What
do these things have in common?
The answer lies in a workshop in
the basement of the Choices For
Youth Duckworth street location.
It's there I meet project coordinator Adam
Smith, surrounded by hydroponic growing
units the size of large storage bins stacked all
around. He's telling me about Project SucSeed
and the production of the units, and I can
already see they are producing a lot of them.

HOUSEHOLD FOOD
SECURITY FACTS FROM
NL’S NORTH
Researchers from Trent, McGill,
and Guelph Universities recently
conducted the first study of its kind
in Canada’s North. The findings of
their survey, administered in each of
the five Labrador Inuit communities,
has helped the Nunatsiavut
Government to make informed
decisions in its attempt to address
concerns over food insecurity.
61.1% of people worry about or
have difficulty in accessing food on a
regular basis.
79.4% of people in Nain experience
food insecurity.
83.1% of people in Hopedale
experience food insecurity.
The rate of food insecurity in
Nunatsiavut is 4 times higher than it
is in NL (2012)

for low quality produce. Project SucSeed is
empowering individuals to take control of
their food supply and providing a solution
to a global challenge,” says Emily Bland of
Enactus Memorial.
By using power-saving LED grow light
technology, and a simple aquarium pump to
circulate water and nutrients to the plants, the
power draw is under 10 dollars a month.

Like all three social enterprises Choices
operates, a main goal is to provide a barrier
free environment for at risk youth to
transition into positive life and
That's awesome, but the fossil
employment situations. Skills
fuel savings from not having
taught are both specific (use
Enactus
Memorial
your lettuce trucked from
of various power tools for
envisioned
the
units
California is even cooler. Of the
example), and general (first aid
as
a
way
to
address
1000 units sold so far, some
and workplace safety). Staff
Northern food
have made it to over 60 schools
provide not only instruction but
security
in NL and are helping kids learn
also support, and there is always
issues.
to grow their own food and be
food and coffee if need be.
healthier in the process.
Developed at Memorial’s Engineering
Jessie, the project’s first full time employee,
department, Enactus Memorial envisioned
shows
me how the units are made and
the units as a way to address Northern
explains the tools she's using. She didn't
food security issues, but by partnering with
know anything about power tools when she
Choices to produce them commercially, they
started; she's a pro now and her pride is
tapped into an amazing social enterprise
obvious. But it's more than that, she tells me.
team and the project became one that
addressed several problems. “Every system
“Some units are bought by organizations to
sold not only provides fresh produce to the
send up North or other places where people
buyer, it employs at risk youth and helps
need them. I like feeling like I'm helping
overcome food insecurity in The North. For
people. It gives me a sense of purpose.”
too many years we have paid high prices

R E TA I L
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NLC has done well to expand its offerings
from Italy, though a little more variety

You have only to travel to Nova Scotia to
realize how good are our choices overall.
For a faraway place with a tiny population,
wine drinkers are generally well served by
the NLC.

SA

JUN

As always, let’s start with France.
While the NLC has the best selection of
Bordeaux wines outside Bordeaux, there
are significant gaps elsewhere. The NLC
now offers but one Beaujolais cru. This
would have been forgivable years ago,
but a renaissance in that region means

From Spain, the NLC offers mostly
middling internationally styled Riojas,
and a couple of the better examples.
They’ve experimented carrying a variety
of alternatives that didn’t catch on with
local consumers, so have missed the new
excitement in Ribeiria Sacra and Beirzo
(I think they carried one Beirzo for a short
time). The NLC has done a good job upping
the Sherry offerings.

PE
N

They turned that around and several
decent bottles of pink at reasonable prices
are now on the shelves of the Government
booze barns. Time for another assessment
of the offerings at NLC.

LE

A few years ago, we complained
that the NLC had a wide
selection of the world’s worst
rosé wines.

There’s been a change in
wine making philosophy among
some California winemakers, a
movement calling itself “In Pursuit of
Balance.” The handle says it all; a move
away from fruit bombs and blockbusters,
away from jammy reds and cloying
butterscotch-flavoured whites. Be nice to
see more representation from this crowd,
though we appreciate the exchange on
the dollar makes them expensive here.
The “natural wine” movement is probably
the most exciting area of exploration in
the wine world, but they aren’t terrifically
stable and it might be too commercially
risky shipping them here.

A
CLUB CH

BY L.P

from Sicily, where there’s
been new ferment, would
be welcome.

R

| S
A

| L
IO
N’S

NLC Report
Card

we deserve a few more
Beaujolais wines (please
not Duboeuf) on the bill.
The NLC has never given
us a wide choice of wine
from the Loire Valley. There
is much favourable price/quality
ratio, food-friendly Chinon, Bourgeuil
and Saumur-Champigny reds, as well as
Chenin Blanc based white wines, from dry
to intensely sweet, from that region we
need to taste.
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.org

www.storytellingstjohns.ca

OCTOBER 10—15, 2017

s t j o h n s fa r m e r s m a r k e t

NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR ARTS COUNCIL
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Down in History

The Story
of The
St. John’s
Athenaeum
BY EVA CROCKER

In the fall of 2016,
Newfoundland and Labrador’s
Liberal government threatened
to close dozens of the province’s
public libraries. They were met
with widespread outrage and
had to begin back peddling
on the closures. Turns out
Newfoundlanders have been
passionate supporters of
libraries for centuries.
In “The Newfoundland Museum: Origins and
Development,” John E. Maunder describes
St. John’s at the beginning of the nineteenth
century as “…a rowdy, dirty and disorganized
little fishing village and military garrison of
about 5000 souls … a literary and cultural
wasteland.”
Maunder goes on to say that the launch of
St. John’s first newspaper in 1807 spurred
an interest in literacy and education. He
notes that within the paper’s first three
months, ads for new schools began
popping up in its pages. By 1810, another
paper had emerged and shortly after that,
the St. John’s Subscription Library was
formed. By 1820 the Subscription Library
had been replaced by the new Saint John’s
Library Society, who offered a public
reading room in the Freemason’s Tavern.
“Gradually, the tradesmen and the other
professionals of the rapidly growing town,
came to see the advantages of setting
up "learned societies," where ideas could
be exchanged, knowledge acquired, and
acquaintances made,” Maunder wrote.
In 1851, the St. John’s Athenaeum was born
out of the amalgamation of three groups
focused on building the "learned societies"
MISCELLANY

Maunder describes; the Young Men’s Literary
Society and Scientific Institute, the St.
John’s Library and Reading Room, and the
Mechanic’s Institute.
The Athenaeum was a combination library,
auditorium, and museum, like today’s
libraries it was an important cultural and
community hub. Lots of documents remark
on the grandeur of the physical building,
which was located on Duckworth Street
where the Newfoundland and Labrador
Provincial Museum would later be built.
Louise Whiteway describes the interior in
The Dalhousie Review saying, “The building
was in the ornate Victorian style and
the hall particularly splendid. Its cupolashaped ceiling was laid out in eight panels,
surrounded by painted stucco mouldings …
Shakespeare, Raphael, Sir Walter Scott, and
Edmund Burke were painted larger than life
size. The horizontal part of the ceiling was in
gold and colours, and encircled with a wreath
of roses and leaves.”
The library held about 2500 books when
it opened, and the collection eventually
grew to approximately 6000 volumes. The
Athenaeum’s auditorium could seat 1000
people and was home to a popular lecture
series that often included choral music after
a speaker.
In addition to offering a reading room and
lecture series, the Athenaeum hosted
natural history exhibits. According to
Larry Dohey’s “Archival Moments,” an
1886 exhibit featuring a bull-moose skull
generated a ton of excitement in St. John’s.
Moose aren’t native to Newfoundland,
and they wouldn’t be introduced until ten
years later when the government imported
two from Nova Scotia. It’s safe to say the
novelty has worn off at this point.
In 1892, a lit pipe or match found its way
into a bale of hay, and started the infamous
great fire. The fire burned down most of
the city and left 11,000 people homeless.
Among the $13 million in damages was the
loss of the Athenaeum, which was reduced
to its stone skeleton.

THE ENTHUSIAST!
Getting into Life on Campus
(Even for Non-students)
BY LAUREN POWER

The clubs and
societies on
Memorial’s campus
aren't just for
undergrads

September always feels like the beginning of a
new year, so it’s a good time to be reminded that
St. John’s social scene doesn’t revolve entirely around
the bar. That’s important to note for all incoming
university students and other new transplants to St. John’s.

Also, the clubs and societies on Memorial’s campus aren't just for undergrads. “Our MUNSU
clubs and societies are primarily run by undergraduate students (the executives of these groups
are under-graduate students) but anyone is welcome to get involved and quite often grad
students, professors, and members from the general public do!”says Bailey Howard, the
Director of Student Life for Me-morial’s Student Union. “Upon ratifying clubs and societies on
campus, we ensure that they are open to anyone joining their group.”
“With over 250 MUNSU clubs, societies, and resource centres on campus, there's something for
eve-rybody and munsu.ca/studentlife/clubs has a full listing of existing groups,” says Howard.
“The activity of clubs and societies ranges greatly,” says Howard. “From playing Smash Bros.
with friends, gathering around religions, or organizing to combat oppression within society,
there are clubs and societies for everyone.”
“Just find something that interests you and jump in; if you can't find something that interests
you, then start your own club or society… it's super easy,” says Howard.
If you’re in the market for a new extracurricular, stop by the Clubs, Societies, and Resource
Centre Open House on Wednesday, September 13th from 11am-2pm on the 6th floor of the UC,
where stu-dents can come and explore many of groups available to them. “Getting involved in
these are open opportunities for students to interact with their fellow students and meet with
new clubs and societies they may be interested in getting involved with!”
Maybe you’ve dreamed of having your own mostly-ignored radio show? If so, there’s CHMR, the
MUNSU owned-and-operated radio station (93.5FM or online at mun.ca/chmr). “CHMR is also
al-ways looking for volunteers, and students are able to gain experience through writing and
reading news, or hosting their own radio show,” says Howard.
Elsewhere, on September 15, MUN-SAGA (Sexual and Gender Advocacy Resource Centre) is
organizing a genderless clothing swap from 10-2 in the UC. Then, September 26 is Indigenous
Roots Day which will be a celebration of culture with a focus on activism, with Aboriginal
drumming, a smudging ceremony, a craft fair, craft sessions, and at 7:00 pm, guest speaker Denise
Cole of the Labrador Land Protectors. “These are just a few of the many events that we have
planned for September!” says Howard. “All of our events can also be found at munsu.ca/studentlife/
welcomeweeks2017 or on various social media sites under @MUNSU35. Individuals with questions
about clubs and societies can get in touch with me at studentlife@munsu.ca or 864-7633.”

Soon after the fire a less ostentatious
Athenaeum was built and quickly filled with
donated books, demonstrating the city’s
fervour for the communal consumption of
arts and culture. A fervour that was re-ignited
last fall when our public libraries
were threatened.
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SNOFF: DRUGS AND ALCOHOL IN
NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR
WITH DAVID KEARLEY

Taking
the Pledge
A Secret
History of
Teetotalling In
Newfoundland
and Labrador

Is Newfoundland and Labrador
predominantly a drinking
culture?
The popular images distilled from sources
like the province’s tourism ads would lead
visitors to believe so. Just this summer,
statistics trumpeted both in local and
national papers announced that St. John’s
had more drinking establishments per capita
than any other city in Canada,with 3.7 bars
per 10,000 citizens. George Street represents
the highest concentration of bars on any
street in the country.
From drinking songs to festivals, raising
a pint or downing a glass of rum feels like
part of the Newfoundland and Labrador
identity that people place a certain amount
of pride in. Sarah Smellie, writing about
those statistics last month for the CBC online
called those numbers a “reason to celebrate.”
In the same article, Joelle Lomond of the
George Street Association added further
assent, saying, “I think it’s good news.”
Drew Brown, a Newfoundland writer who
frequently publishes articles for Vice online,
compiled a sort of travel guide about the
province in February 2015. Writing for a
national and international audience, Brown
insists in the article that the residents of
this province are on the "A-list" of world
drinkers. In a turn of pure hyperbole, Brown
also says of the widespread drinking that
occurs here: “A half-case is what you serve
children and the elderly.”

REVEREND LAURENCE
COUGHLAN

Founder of Methodism
in Newfoundland

Surprising as it might seem, social life in
the province did not always revolve around
alcohol. In pre-Confederation times, the role
of religious groups dominated and these
often placed teetotalling – non-drinking – at
the centre of public life.

century, there were over 10,000 registered
Methodist teetotallers on the rolls.
Bruce Kearley is a Reverend at the
Topsail United Church and a scholar of
Newfoundland and Labrador religious
history.When Methodist churches became
part of the United Church in 1925, remnants
For the Catholic teetotaller, there was
of the Methodist influence remained,
The Total Abstinence Society.
including documents related to the
Phillip Tocque, writing in 1878,
temperance movement. Of these
says there were 22,000
itererant Methodist preachers,
In preConfederation times,
teetotallers, mostly Catholic,
Kearley says, “They came to
religious groups
on the island in 1844, with
the shores of Newfoundland
dominated and often
numbers growing from
through lay preachers
placed teetotalling –
there. “In the early 20th
initially, and the saving of
non-drinking – at the
century, the Society became
souls was a priority.”
centre of public
renowned for its literary and
life.
musical events, and remained
His Church contains Charters for
one of the most active and influential
two Methodist temperance groups
fraternal societies in St. John’s until
that existed there.
Confederation,” according to Heritage
Newfoundland and Labrador.
“They were an organization that was called
The Independent Order of Good Templars.
For a sense of the scale of the temperance
This particular organization did indeed have
movement in years just before
membership here in Topsail,” says Kearley.
Confederation, there is the old CBC building,
These documents are dated from 1886 and
that Art Deco wonder on Duckworth Street,
1905. Significant for the times, both men and
which began its life as The Hall of the Total
women were welcome in the Templars.
Abstinence and Benefit Society in the 1930s.
Methodism, founded by John Wesley in
By the 1930s, any talk of teetotalling in the
the 18th century, also made inroads with
Methodist monthly paper had all but ceased.
temperance in Newfoundland and Labrador
Kearley’s research has focused on Oliver
in the 19th century. The widespread influence
Jackson, a Methodist who was an editor of
of Methodism in the province is still found in
the local Methodist, and later United Church,
place names like Wesleyville and in MUN’s
newspaper The Monthly Greeting from 1912
Coughlan College, named after the prominent
through to the 1930s. “In the writings I read
Methodist preacher Laurence Coughlan who
about him, and the stuff that was advertised
founded the first Methodist chapel in Canada
in The Monthly Greeting, there was no real
in Conception Bay. By the mid to late 19th
talk of a temperance movement at that time.”
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Likewise, the Catholic temperance movement
began its decline until it was finally disbanded
in 1993. Demographics show, aside from the
greying of Newfoundland and Labrador society,
that attendance at church for most Christian
denominations is on the decline. However,
some evangelical Christian groups, as well
as non-Christian denominations, including
Muslims and Buddhists, still have non-drinking
as tenets of their belief.
The days of wide-spread temperance may
be over, but as immigrants from other faith
groups join the province, should we recognize
that not every Newfoundlander or Labradorian
drinks? Pam Frampton, just this past July,
wrote a column in The Telegram about the
‘myth-busting’ needed around the outdated
clichés that others outside the province have
about us -- and that we ourselves perpetuate.
Recognizing that our famed drinking culture
is a relatively recent invention – a product of
Confederation – may be part of unwinding the
myths about this place.

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
HELP YOURSELF WHILE HELPING
OTHERS
Make a positive impact by helping
families solve their financial
problems. Start part-time.
You determine your hours and
compensation potential.
For more information call
709-769-1586
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Erica Castle volunteers to
tend to the ancient cemetery
grounds of the Holy Trinity
Graveyard, in Ilfracombe
(North Devon, England).
Going into the job, she didn’t
realize the place was such an
outdoor litterbox wasteland
for dogs, and because their
owners don’t clean up after
these doodoo-dropping
doggies, their turds get
airborne as Castle mows the
lawn on the property. At last
report, she’s been struck
by flying dog turds some
156 times. She’s taken her
qualms to city council, and
now there’s undercover spies
lurking in the graveyard, to
penalize those who don’t
scoop their dog’s poop.
Castle can understand people
using the grass for their
dog’s defecations needs
(there’ scant open spaces
with lawns nearby
MISCELLANY

m

FARC fronts
were housed in
cocaine plantations.
Many attempts at
peace have failed for various
reasons, but President Juan
Manuel Santos has achieved
a laying down of arms.
The FARC, have officially
handed over their last
batch of weapons under UN

supervision.
Thousands
of rebels have
reintegrated with
society, and 17 containers
of arms have been collected;
one of these containers of
weapons will be smelted
down and made into statues
in Bogotá, Havana and
New York.

2

2 ENGLAND

Woman in
Ilframcombe Hit
in the Face with
Dog Poo 156 Times
is Sick of It

with an 8-year plan to recruit,
expand, and take the capital.
At their peak in the 90s, the
FARC were 18,000 fighters
strong and held control over
42,000 square miles of land.
Despite some internal divide
over doing so, the FARC
largely funded themselves
through selling drugs, which
is why, by the late 80s, most

Ar

of Colombia

For over 50 years, there’s
been civil conflict in Columbia,
between government and
a group of guerilla forces,
paramilitaries, and drug
traffickers, known as FARC.

presence. In the spring
of 1964, the government
launched “Operation
Sovereignty,” sending 2,000
soldiers to take back the
rebel camps. This decimated
FARC to roughly 50 men, but
they regrouped, regrew, and
in the 1980s, transformed
themselves from a defensive
collective to an offensive one,

ary

s
rce

The FARC is Finished
in Colombia

FARC started as a rebellion
of Columbians who were
upset that the vast majority
of Columbian land belonged
to such a small portion of
the population. They wanted
to claim some land for the
common man. The groups
set up what they called
independent republics in rural
areas with little government

the Revolution
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What's Going on in the World?

F la

3 Canada

Canada May
Soon Hold
Pharmaceutical
Companies Financial
Responsible
for Their
Damages

1

apparently),
but she won’t
stand for turd
#157. "There's
absolutely no
excuse, within
two steps of
walking
through the
graveyard gates
there's dog poo bags and a
black bin," she's said. "I have
my own goggles on when
trimming, to protect myself
from being struck by gravel,
so luckily it doesn’t go in my
eyes, but it's disgusting."
Local headlines caught the
eye of Councillor Rodney
Cann, who is also North
Devon Council's Executive
Member for Environment,
who vowed to Castle, and all
local offenders, that “if we
catch dog owners failing to

pick up after
their dogs we
will prosecute." Wild times
in Ilfracombe. On the other
side of the fight, a Facebook
Group has been started for
defensive dog owners who
claim the poo Castle is being
pelted with isn’t even dog
dung, but the pellets of
wild foxes.

You’ve heard about
the Canada-wide Opioid
addiction crisis, but did you
know 10 provincial governments
have accepted a class-action
settlement with the drug company,
Purdue Pharma, who make Oxycontin? Purdue Pharma
is being accused of misleading doctors about how addictive Oxy is. While the settlement,
a mere $20 Million, would only pocket $2 million per province (hardly enough for them
the cover the damages of dealing with opioid addictions in their province), the class
action has people talking. Vanessa Gruben is an Associate Professor, Faculty of Law at the
University of Ottawa, and a Member of the Centre for Health Law, Policy and Ethics. She’s
part of a group proposing increases in the accountability of pharmaceutical manufacturers.
The idea is that making it easier to sue these companies would deter drug manufacturers
from misleading us about their products in ways that cost our government in healthcare
dollars, addictions support, etc. If we were to pass provincial legislation, country-wide,
each province would have the authority to demand that drug companies cover medical
costs, etc, that result from a pharmaceutical companies products or actions. This would
be similar to the “Tobacco Recovery Laws” that allow a provincial government to recoup
the costs (from the tobacco industry) of covering smoking-related illnesses like cancer
and heart or lung disease. Such a law would require pharmaceutical companies to prove,
beyond reasonable doubt, that their actions or product did not give rise to a medical
ailment or addictions issue that a province then had to cover the cost of.
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Untitled

Star
Gazing

SEPTEMBER Horoscopes
BY FELICITY ROBERTS
ARIES Virgos harvest goddess is selfless
and disciplined, challenging the impetuos
Aries warrior. Heed Leo Tolstoy.”The
strongest of all warriors are these two,
time and patience.”
TAURUS Simplicity is a luxury you
deserve. Let it ride, go with the flow.
Gentle energies help you loosen up.
GEMINI Contradiction and synchronicity
abound. You're especially brilliant,
unusually grounded this month.
CANCER This month is a long massage.
Renewal of inner resources makes
innovation likely.
LEO Leo takes a back seat this month,
which is not the end of the world. A
pleasant time for daydreams.
VIRGO This may be the most Virgo
month that ever there was. The cosmos
resonates in time with you now.
LIBRA Don't let others nitpicking bring
you down. You'd be missing some very
good vibes if you did. Keep your vision
wide.
SCORPIO Don't complain about
having nothing to complain about. It's
unbecoming to someone as sexy as you.
Relish lack of drama.
SAGITTARIUS Slow down and enjoy
the moment you are in. Take hedonistic
pleasure in ideas, bathe in new
philosophies. Adventure follows later.
CAPRICORN A fine time to achieve great
things, also for dental work. Slow and
steady wins the race, banish end of month
inner doubts.
AQUARIUS If you're bored you're boring.
Repeat this mantra till the 28th. Until then,
focus on your ideals, and how to live them
in the world.
PISCES Homebodies will probably buy
crystals and adopt a beagle this month.
Nomads, find other ways to love your
spiritual, nurturing self.

townie

1

Cross

2

word

3

ACROSS
5. Local beer, “the shining star
of the granite planet.”
6. These people
6
made L'Anse 			
Aux Meadows
a big deal
for NL History and tourism.
9. Name of the newly opened
brewery in Twilingate
(2 words)
13. The Tom who took over
Cathy Bennett's job.
16. Latest celebrity to offend
then apologize to
Newfoundlanders: ? Jillette
18. Who (last name) is running
unopposed for city council?
19. Still the uncontested "fanciest
restaurant" in town.
20. The word The Telegram 		
dropped from their name not
too long ago.
22. Slang for smokes or a
classic alternative to a
game of pool.

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

15

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

PSSST!
ANSWERS
BELOW

DOWN
1. Most notable feature of
Woody Point
10. At their new location on Bates Hill,
you can
Across
Down
in Gros Morne (2 words)
buy charcuterie over the counter from their deli
5. Local beer, “the shining star of the granite planet.”
1. Most notable feature of Woody Point in Gros Morne (2
2. Not Sobeys, Dominion, or Belbin's, but the
11. Local Lisa, who wrote the novel words)
Caught, which
6.
These
people
made
L'Anse
Aux
Meadows
a
big
deal
same thing really?
will be a CBC mini series the once.
for NL History and tourism.
2. Not Sobeys, Dominion, or Belbin's, but the same thing
3. They make you fall in love, or you drive down
12. The local fish that "roll."
really?
th
9.
Name
of
the
newly
opened
brewery
in
Twilingate
(2
there to catch a local play.
14. It’s a favourite local meat but 3.
notThey
an animal.
words)
make you fall in love, or you drive down there to
4. Downtown window dwellers?
15.
"And long
13.tax
Thehas
Tom
who took over Cathy
Bennett's
job. may your big jib ?" catch a local play.
5. What kind of (proposed)
recently
4. Downtown window dwellers?
17.
Word
the
16. Latest celebrity to offend then apologize to following have in common:
been axed in our province?
Newfoundlanders:
?
Jillette
5.
What kind of (proposed) tax has recently been axed in
Race,
Spear,
Bonavista.
7. A hit for a dip and daydrive: ? Bay Sands
our
province?
18. Who (last name) is running unopposed
city all have in common: Sun,
8. CBC’s Cecil ?
21. Foodfor
these
ASA, Nami.

September
19 is Talk
Like A Pirate
Day

council?

7. A hit for a dip and daydrive: ? Bay Sands

19. Still the uncontested "fanciest restaurant" in town.

8. CBC’s Cecil ?

20. The word The Telegram dropped from their name not
too long ago.

10. At their new location on Bates Hill, you can buy
charcuterie over the counter from their deli

22. Slang for smokes or a classic alternative to a game of

11. Local Lisa, who wrote the novel Caught, which will be

And Now You Know

Nikola Tesla, an important figure in electricity, once convinced himself that the buoyant, floating feeling of hyperventilating might be strong
enough to counteract the pull of gravity. So he grabbed an umbrella, hyperventilated, and jumped off the roof of a barn. / The Vietnamese
language has different tones; a change in tone changes the meaning of a word. / If you lift a kangaroo’s tail off the ground, it can no longer
hop.. / October is both American Cheese Month and Toilet Tank Repair Month. / The French doctor Rene Leannec invented the stethoscope
to hear chest sounds because he was uncomfortable putting his ear to a woman’s chest. / It takes more than 60 metric tons of brown paint
to repaint the Eiffel Tower every 7 years. / Drinking too much water in a short period of time can actually be fatal, because it throws of the
balance of electrolytes. This is called water intoxication. It’s most common in infants and athletes. In some instances, the brain may swell,
causing seizures, brain damage, coma, or even death. / Serial Killers tend to be born in November. / Oxytocin is the name of the chemical
released in your dog’s brain when it sees you. It’s the same chemical associated with love between humans.

ACROSS: 5 – Blue Star 6 - Vikings 9 – Split Rock 13 – Osbourne 16 – Penn 18 – O’Leary 19 – Raymonds 20 – Evening 22 – Darts DOWN: 1 – The Tablelands 2 – Coleman’s 3 - Cupids 4 – Pigeons 5 – Book 7 – Northern 8 – Haire 10 – Chinched 11 – Moore 12 – Capelin 14 – Bologna 15 – Draw 17 – Cape 21 – Sushi
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ROSE
COUSINS
‘NATURAL CONCLUSION’ ALBUM RELEASE TOUR

FRIDAY, SEPT 29
THE MAJESTIC

MIGHTYPOP ’S NINETH ANNIVERSARY SHOW, FEATURING:

THE RURAL
ALBERTA ADVANTAGE

doors 7 pm / show 8 pm

Tickets on sale
now at
mightypop.ca
and etixnow kiosks
at participating
Orangestores
province wide

‘THE WILD’ ALBUM RELEASE TOUR

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

YUKON BLONDE
FRIDAY, OCT 20
CLUB ONE
doors 7 pm / show 8 pm

rosecousins.com

WWW.MIGHTYPOP.CA

FACEBOOK.COM/MIGHTYPOP

Tickets on sale now at
mightypop.ca and etixnow kiosks
at participating Orangestores
province wide
theraa.com

yukonblonde.com

TWITTER.COM/MIGHTYPOP

TICKETS

JUST

1

$40

TICKET
enters you for all

12

MONTHS
giving you a total of

JOIN THE CLUB

DINING
club

GET YOUR TICKETS TODAY!
diningclubnl.com
709.754.0446

NL

36
chances to

WIN!

Ticket lottery in support of:
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THEATRE SERIES
DISCOUNT

We’re celebrating 50 years of the ACC by offering
a fantastic deal on these two incredible
theatre productions!
Tickets for both shows are $35 each.
Save $10 off EACH ticket when you purchase
both of these shows.

50TH ANNIVERSARY
WEEKEND
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FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22
+ SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23

Tomorrow Will Be Sunday
7:30 pm, Barbara Barrett Theatre | Tickets $15 each

Tomorrow Will Be Sunday, based on the book by Harold Horwood,
was the first production on the St. John’s Arts and Culture Centre
stage in 1967, and the script was readapted by writer Des Walsh in
1992, and now again in 2017.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23

Architecture Tours
1:00 pm, 2:00 pm, and 6:30 pm | FREE EVENT

TARTUFFE
September 28–29

Very loosely adapted and even
more loosely translated by
Andy Jones, directed by Jillian
Keiley, featuring Robert Joy and
Greg Malone.
Molière’s classic is reimagined for
pre-confederate Newfoundland,
with sharp wit and biting satire
courtesy of Andy Jones. As part
of Canada’s Sesquicentennial,
the National Arts Centre English
Theatre will take one of its most
popular productions, Tartuffe,
back from whence it came!

THE COLONY OF
UNREQUITED
DREAMS
October 14–15

Based on the novel of the same
name by Wayne Johnston,
adapted for the stage by Robert
Chafe, and directed by Jillian
Keiley.
A fictionalized retelling of the
story of Joseph R Smallwood,
the man who led Newfoundland
into Confederation with Canada
and who served as its first
premier for 23 years.

A one-hour walking tour of the St. John’s Arts and Culture Centre
focusing on Art and Architecture organized by Assembly, a non-profit
aimed at fostering and promoting design culture.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 24

Open House!
4:30–7:00 pm, Upper Concourse | FREE EVENT

Join us for another ACC Open House before the evening’s main
stage performance. We will have activities for families, a photo
booth, and displays of photos, articles, and props from over the
years. Free and open to all ages!

Performance: Volanti | Flying with Lady Cove and iFly Aerial
7:00 pm, Main Stage | Tickets $34 each | $28 Students &
Seniors | $14 Children 14 years and under

Lady Cove Women’s Choir, under the direction of Kellie Walsh, and
iFly Aerial Arts, under the direction of Anahareo Doelle, join forces
for a first-of-its-kind performance in St. John’s. With skilled aerialists
performing on silks, hoop and trapeze, accompanied by live music,
and featuring acclaimed aerialist and former Cirque du Soleil
performer, Tanya Burka, this family-friendly event is sure to soar!

